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Summary / Zusammenfassung
Summary
In this thesis, we investigate the potential of automation in brain lesion segmentation
in magnetic resonance images. We first develop a novel supervised method, which
segments regions in magnetic resonance images using gated recurrent units, provided
training data with pixel-wise annotations on what to segment is available. We improve
on this method using the latest technical advances in the field of machine learning and
insights on possible weaknesses of our method, and adapt it specifically for the task of
lesion segmentation in the brain. We show the feasibility of our approach on multiple
public benchmarks, consistently reaching positions at the top of the list of competing
methods. Adapting our problem successfully to the problem of landmark localization,
we show the generalizability of the approach. Moving away from large training cohorts
with manual segmentations to data where it is only known that a certain pathology is
present, we propose a weakly-supervised segmentation approach. Given a set of images with known pathology of a certain kind and a healthy reference set, our formulation can segment the difference of the two data distributions. Lastly, we show how
information from already existing lesion maps can be extracted in a meaningful way by
connecting lesions across time in longitudinal studies. We hence present a full tool set
for the automated processing of lesions in magnetic resonance images.

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation wurde die automatische Läsionssegmentierung in Bildern der
Magnetresonanztomografie (MRT) des Gehirns erforscht. Zunächst wurde mit Hilfe
von überwachtem Lernen eine Methode entwickelt, welche Regionen auf MRT-Bildern
mittels Gated Recurrent Units segmentiert, sofern Annotationen auf Pixelebene vorhanden sind. In Hinblick auf die Läsions-segmentierung im Gehirn wurde anschliessend die Methode mit neuesten technischen Errungenschaften aus dem Forschungsgebiet des maschinellen Lernens und eigenen Erkenntnisse möglicher Schwachpunkte
verbessert. An mehreren öffentlichen Datensätzen wurde gezeigt, dass die Methode
konkurrenz-fähig ist. Anhand einer erfolgreichen Anwendung im Bereich der Landmarkenlokalisierung wurde die gute Generalisierbarkeit unserer Methode veranschaulicht. In einer weiteren Arbeit wurde die automatische Segmentierung im Bereich des
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schwach-überwachten Lernens auf Datensätzen untersucht, für welche nur auf Bildebene Annotationen vorhanden sind. Basierend auf einem Datensatz von Patienten mit
einer bestimmten bekannten Krankheit und einem gesunden Referenzdatensatz konnte die Differenz der zwei Datenverteilungen bestimmt und weitere, ungesehene Bilder
von einem der beiden Datensätze segmentiert werden. Zum Schluss wird eine einfache
Methode vorgestellt um Informationen individueller Läsionsentwicklung aus bestehenden, segmentierten Longitudinalstudien zu produzieren. Mit dieser Arbeit wird somit ein kompletter Satz an Methoden vorgestellt, welcher läsionsbehaftete Datensätze
vollautomatisiert auswerten kann.

Chapter 1

Introduction
Motivation
Various different diseases affecting the central nervous system (CNS) cause some form
of lesion in the tissue. For many diseases of the CNS, detection and quantification of
such lesions is an important step towards disease diagnosis [81, 86, 88, 93, 94] and gives
necessary insight on disease extent and progression, aiding substantially in planning
an adequate treatment. Exorbitant amounts of volumetric lesion segmentations are required for medical drug trials as well as in medical practice to quantify or diagnose
a specific disease. Those segmentations are drawn mostly by hand using sometimes
semi-automatic techniques to help in the process. Manual segmentation is prone to
subjective errors [105] and substantial inter- and intra-rater variability [37]. Furthermore, the exact quantification of such lesions through radiologists is a laborious, dull
and time consuming task. A lot of money as well as valuable time of radiologists could
hence be saved, were this task to be fully automated. Since the advent of deep neural
networks for classification in [70], adopting them has created a sudden decrease in error
metrics in various fields. Also, automated semantic segmentation has shown promising progress in recent years, with applications to natural images as well as medical
data [26, 77, 97]. An application to lesion segmentation is therefore an obvious one. We
want to explore different possibilities to gather information from the medical data in
an automated fashion, without wasting human labor on the task, considering different
scenarios. For tasks which have already been conducted by experts numerous times
and produced a significant amount of training data, as well as for new tasks without
training data, there is the need for automated means of solving them.

Contribution
When we started working on this project, deep neural network (DNN) were already
applied to lesion segmentation [20]. In this thesis, however, instead of simply applying
an existing DNN to the segmentation problem, we adapted recurrent neural networks,
1
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an elegant form of recurrent computation on time series data, to segment anatomical
structures, matching competing methods in accuracy. Treating each dimension along
both direction once as temporal dimension, we can not only cut down on the number
of weights, but also detect patterns with variations along one dimension without using
a number of different filters for this task. We tuned our method to the problem of lesion
segmentation, producing results beating the state of the art, which we confirmed on a
number of public benchmark datasets. We showed the generalizability of our method
by adapting it to a regression through classification problem, where we estimated a
landmark coordinate in volumetric data. All these mentioned methods required lots
of expensive manual training data, where for each new task, new training data had to
be produced. We hence proposed a new method, which only requires a single binary
image-level label stating if the image contains a certain pathology. Using only this
information, we were able to produce results very close to the segmentations of fully
supervised methods. Finally, we show a simple way of using already existing lesion
maps from longitudinal studies to extract individual lesion development information.
With this thesis, we provide a strong set of tools for the fully automatic segmentation
of lesions in brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Outline
In Chapter 2, we will focus on the medical background of lesions in the brain. Chapter
3 gives a short overview on semantic segmentation and its application to brain lesion
segmentation. Chapter 4 outlines different techniques of machine learning with neural
networks and deep learning. We introduce the multi-dimensional gated recurrent unit
(MD-GRU) in Chapter 5, and investigate its application to the task of volumetric brain
anatomy segmentation. We tailor MD-GRU to the problem of lesion segmentation in
Chapter 6, evaluating different modifications to our method. Chapter 7 underlines the
flexibility of our formulation, applying MD-GRU to the problem of landmark detection.
In Chapter 8, we move on to data without manual annotations, which have only been
classified as healthy or pathological, and propose a formulation to train a pixel-wise
segmentation algorithm using only this information. In Chapter 9, we show a method
to quickly extract information on the temporal development of individual lesions in
longitudinal studies, given lesion maps are already available. Finally, we conclude
with a discussion of our results in Chapter 10.

Chapter 2

Medical Background
Injuries to the CNS can take various forms due to different causes, disease types and
areas of injury, where we focus here on macroscopic lesions in the brain. A number of
different imaging modalities exist to visualize such pathologies, largely depending on
their characteristics. Since our area of interest is enclosed in the skull, we are restricted
to non-invasive imaging modalities that can penetrate the skull, such as MRI and computed tomography (CT). CT has the advantage that images of high resolution can be
produced but lacks soft tissue contrast, which is important for any CNS imaging. MRI
features a relatively weak spatial resolution, since recording an image is a sequential
process and time grows quadratic or cubic for 2D and 3D-imaging, respectively. Furthermore, long acquisitions are prone to movement artefacts, whereas shortening the
acquisition time leads to a small signal to noise ratio. It is nevertheless the method of
choice for most brain lesion imaging, due to it being free of harmful radiation and its
remarkable soft tissue contrast.

2.1

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is made possible due to the collection of microscopic magnetic moments of hydrogen atoms in the tissue. When a strong magnetic field is applied, all these magnetic
moments reorient themselves according to their position in the field. Using radiofrequency (RF) waves close to the so-called Larmor frequency, these magnetic moments can
be excited. Following this event, the moments will slowly precess back to the direction
dictated by the main magnetic field, which is called relaxation. During this precession,
RF waves are emitted and can be recorded. Relaxation can be distinguished into T1 relaxation or longitudinal relaxation as well as T2 relaxation or transverse relaxation. T1
relaxation time is the time needed until the net magnetisation is at about 63% of its
initial value. T2 relaxation time on the other hand is the time needed for the transverse component of the magnetisation relative to the main field to reach about 37%
of its initial value [17]. The T1 and T2 times are properties inherent to the tissue and
can be used to properly design their contribution to an image by choosing an adequate
3
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(a) MPRAGE

(b) T2

(c) FLAIR

(d) PD

(e) T1

(f) T2

(g) FLAIR

(h) T1CE

Figure 2.1: Top row: Slices from MPRAGE, T2, FLAIR and proton density (PD) weighted
sequences from the longitudinal MS lesion segmentation challenge dataset (before preprocessing). Bottom row: Slices from T1, T2, FLAIR and T1 with applied contrast agent
(T1CE) from the Brain tumor segmentation (BraTS) dataset (co-registered, interpolated
to a resolution of 1 mm3 and skull stripped).
imaging sequence.

Imaging Sequences
By selectively exciting different parts of the volume of interest, we can measure each
voxel’s individual response. Spatial coding of the signal is accomplished using three orthogonal gradient coils, which add a linear decay of field strength along their axis. Each
of them either performs slice-selection, phase encoding or frequency encoding. Sliceselective excitation is used in 2d imaging, where applying a gradient results in only a
slice of the volume being excited when transmitting the RF pulse, since only there the
Larmor frequency matches the frequency of the RF pulse. With phase encoding, we can
influence the phase of the magnetic moments in the volume linearly depending on their
location along said axis. In 3d imaging, phase encoding is applied along two dimensions. Finally, with the frequency coil, we can directly encode the last dimension in the
frequencies of the received signal by applying a gradient to the remaining axis. Contrary to the phase encoding, the frequency encoding does not influence the duration of a
sequence. When scanning the whole so-called k-space by sampling all frequencies from
each phase encoding, an inverse Fourier transform can recover the intensities at each
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location in the slice or volume. Using the physical properties of magnetic moments as
well as the gradients and main magnetic field of the scanner, a lot of different sequences
can be applied, resulting in images highlighting different aspects of the tissue, as can
be seen in Fig. 2.1.
There are various parameters that influence this process, with the echo and repetition time being two of the most important ones. Echo time denotes the time spent
until the spin echo is read out using the frequency encoding gradient. The spin echo
is the resonance in magnetic moments when their realignment induces a recordable
signal and can be achieved using an inversion pulse at half the echo time. Repetition
time is the time in between two subsequent excitations. To emphasize the T1 contribution, echo and repetition time are chosen short. Since, in contrast to water, fat quickly
realigns its net magnetization to the main magnetic field, fat appears bright whereas
water appears dark on T1 weighted images (see e.g. Fig. 2.1e). For T2 weighted images, both echo and repetition time are chosen longer. The resulting images show high
intensities for both fat and water (see e.g. Figs. 2.1b and 2.1f). Lastly, by choosing a
long repetition time and a short echo time, so called proton density (PD) images can be
produced. By minimizing the difference in contribution of T1 and T2 time, the tissues
with high concentration of protons produce the strongest signal, hence the name (see
e.g. Fig. 2.1d). Furthermore, there are a number of general classes of acquisition techniques worth mentioning such as spin echo, gradient echo and inversion recovery. Spin
echo sequences use a 90 degree and a 180 degree pulse, where gradient echo sequences
use instead of the second pulse an inverse frequency gradient, resulting in a faster acquisition. Inversion recovery adds an additional 180 degree to the front of a spin echo
sequence, which inverts the total magnetization. The 90 degree pulse is applied exactly at the point in time, called inversion time, where the longitudinal magnetization
reaches zero of tissue we would like to suppress.
In the following, selected special sequences appearing in the remainder of this thesis, which are especially useful for the visualization of lesions, are quickly discussed.

3D-MPRAGE 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) imaging
[91] has been designed for a fast acquisition of T1 weighted high resolution scans. 3D
MPRAGE has been shown to be superior in indicating focal lesions compared to traditional T1 spin echo sequences [19]. An exemplary slice of a resulting image is shown in
Fig. 2.1a.

FLAIR Fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) [29] is an inversion recovery sequence with a long inversion time which suppresses the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signal. This suppression makes imaging of lesions possible which are adjacent to the ventricles or the CSF in general and has been shown to be superior to T2 weighted images
for the detection of multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions [14]. Examples of FLAIR images can
be seen in Figs. 2.1c and 2.1g.

6
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Contrast enhanced T1 Gadolinium, usually applied in conjunction with T1 sequences,
drastically reduces the T1 time of surrounding tissue, resulting in a bright signal on T1
where it accumulates. It is used to demonstrate focal lesions such as tumors or active
lesions in MS [35, 71, 87]. An example of a contrast enhanced T1 scan can be found
in Fig. 2.1h, where the tumor core shows hyperintense tissue due to a higher contrast
agent uptake.

2.2

Diseases of the Brain visible on MRI

There are many medical conditions leading to signs of deterioration in the brain which
are visible on MRI. Trauma can lead to hemorrhages or swelling of tissue, resulting in
visible lesions in the brain. MS leads to a number of focal lesions visible on different
MRI sequences. Other examples for lesions in the brain are tumors or damaged tissue after a stroke. The reasons for lesions in the brain are manifold, and a complete
characterization of all possible diseases and their appearances is outside of the scope
of this thesis. Even though our methods could be used for many types of lesions in the
brain, we concentrate for brevity on the pathologies we came into contact with during
our investigations in this PhD project. In our studies, we use data from patients suffering from MS [22] and brain tumors in the form of glioblastoma (including lower grade
glioma) [10–12, 86]. Figure 2.1 shows exemplary slices of the longitudinal MS lesion
segmentation (LMSLS) challenge and the brain tumor segmentation (BraTS) challenge,
respectively. In the following, we will shortly describe these diseases, their progression
and implication as well as their appearance on different MRI sequences.
Multiple Sclerosis MS is a disorder of the CNS of presumably autoimmune nature
[82]. MS is characterized by the degeneration of myelin sheaths, the insulation of neuronal axons, which hinders signal amplification and therefore results in signal loss. The
disease is characterized by the formation of focal lesions as well as overall atrophy of
the nervous tissue [113]. A number of MRI sequences can be used to visualize different
features of focal MS lesions. T2 weighted scans can be used to quantify the total lesion load [39], where FLAIR has shown to be more sensitive and demonstrates a larger
number of lesions [14] than T2. Gadolinium administered during acquisition of a T1
weighted scan visualizes active lesions. Lesions not appearing on such a scan, but that
are hyperintense on T2 can be classified as chronic [66]. Persistent T1 hypointense lesions, so called black holes, are used as markers for axonal loss and neuronal tissue
damage.
Glioblastoma and Lower Grade Glioma Astrocytomas are tumors originating from
astrocytes, a special type of glial cell in the CNS. The World Health Organization (WHO)
defines four grades for astrocytomas with increasing malignancy, where the fourth
grade is represented by glioblastoma, also known as glioblastoma multiforme (GBM).
GBM is the most common cancer which starts in the brain, comprising 15 % of intracra-
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nial neoplasms (new and abnormal growth of tissue) and 60 to 75 % of all astrocytomas
[127]. Diagnostic modalities for GBM include CT, MRI and histology. CT is primarily
used for initial screening and MRI for further characterization, where a typical protocol
consists of a T1, T2, FLAIR and T1 contrast enhanced sequence. Gliomas often show a
contrast-enhanced ring with a hypointense core on contrast enhanced T1, and T2 and
FLAIR can visualize the degree of edema around the glioma [127].

8
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Chapter 3

Automated Lesion Segmentation
Image segmentation is the task of grouping neighboring pixels or voxels in images to
meaningful segments. In medical image analysis, image segmentation usually refers
to semantic segmentation, where each segment is also assigned a label and all areas
with a given label share certain characteristics. This can be a meaningful separation
of foreground and background or classification of each segment to a predefined class,
such as different anatomical regions. Semantic segmentation is hence closely related
to classification, as we assign a label or class to each voxel in the image. Hereafter we
will use the term segmentation to refer to semantic segmentation if not explicitly stated
otherwise.
In contrast to healthy tissue, lesions can in most cases take on arbitrary shapes and
appear at different locations in the brain. Lesions in MS patients which are visible on
clinical MRI are located primarily in the white matter, and can be elongated depending on the structure of tissue. They occur as heterogeneous spots and depending on
their state can appear hyperintense on T2 weighted scans including FLAIR, and on T1
weighted scans when contrast agent has been administered. They can appear as hypointense “black holes” in T1-weighted scans, where sometimes more complex shapes
and patterns can form in the case of confluent lesion types, e.g. a lesion with an active,
enhanced part and a passive black hole part.
White matter hyperintensities (WMH) show similarities to MS lesions appearing on
T2-weighted scans but contain slightly less sharp lesion boundaries [21].
The lesion shape is more arbitrary for brain tumors as compared to the previously
discussed lesions, with less heterogeneous intensity inside the tumor region. Tumor
lesions are usually larger, and affect one localized part in the brain. Tumor subtypes
show distinct areas with different semantic meaning. In the case of gliomas, edemas
surrounding the tumor can be seen as hyperintense diffuse structures on T2 and FLAIR
images. The tumor core can be subdivided into a hyperintense part visible on contrast enhanced T1, a necrotic area with dark, hypointense regions on T1, usually in the
center of the tumor and the remaining tumor tissue, which is visible on T2 as slightly
hyperintense [44, 86].
Ischemic stroke lesions appear differently during their temporal development. First,
9
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a lesion can be visualized as strongly hyperintense in diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) and moderately hyperintense in FLAIR. About two weeks later,
the lesion will show more hyperintensity in FLAIR while being isointense in DWI.
Edema can build up around the lesion and disappear again. Shape, location, size and
even their number vary between patients. Furthermore, especially in older patients, a
differential diagnosis to WMH might be difficult [79].
Due to the high variability of shapes and the usually unclear lesion boundaries,
it is not an easy task to model the possible appearances of lesions in the brain, even
when focusing on one disease only (see for example Fig. 3.1). Disease-independent
factors further add to the difficulty of automatically segmenting lesions, since there is
usually a large inter- and intrarater variability in manual delineations of lesions [36].
Especially for supervised segmentation methods, which take most or all information
on how to correctly segment from manually labeled examples, this creates an upper
bound in measurable accuracy. A related issue is the so called expert knowledge, which
is highly process dependent. If an expert is taken out of her routine, or asked to dwell
on a decision for some more time, the decision taken might significantly differ [105].
Hence, even though segmentation of lesions itself is a difficult task and requires a lot of
domain knowledge in human experts, automated methods could help provide an objective means of quantification. In the following, we go through a selection of important
works on the topic of brain lesion segmentation in MRI.

Brain Lesion Segmentation in the Literature
The body of research of general lesion segmentation in brain MRI is too large to be
exhaustively covered in a thesis. Fortunately, Garcia et al. [38] and Lladó et al. [76]
provide with their review papers valuable information for the segmentation of MS lesions prior to 2013. Gordillo et al. [44] adequately summarize progress on brain tumor
segmentation until 2013 and Rekik et al. [96] on ischemic stroke until 2012. For the
task of WMH segmentation, Caligiuri et al. [21] summarize WMH specific algorithms
until 2015, albeit a lot of methods initially developed for MS are also applied for this
task. Akkus et al. [1] and Havaei et al. [47] focus on the application of deep learning
to lesion segmentation in 2016 and 2017 respectively. Since there is a large overlap of
applicable methods between disease types, we decided to summarize findings from the
above review papers in the following sections and complement the list with information from more recent methods which have been validated on a public benchmark or
challenge. Analyzing methods from different public benchmarks allows us to close in
on more recent, competitive methods which together define the state of the art in brain
lesion segmentation. As above mentioned reviews cover the state before 2012 quite
well for all methods of the most popular disease types for segmentation, we include in
our investigation challenges from or after 2012. These include the brain tumor segmentation challenges of 2012–2016 [13, 34, 84–86], the LMSLS challenge from 2015 [22] and
the cross-sectional MS lesion segmentation challenge from 2016, the WMH challenge
from 2017 and the ischemic stroke lesion segmentation (ISLES) challenges from 2015 to

11
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Figure 3.1: Top row: Slices from MPRAGE, T2, FLAIR and proton density (PD) weighted
sequences from the longitudinal MS lesion segmentation challenge dataset (before preprocessing). Bottom row: respective binary segmentation into lesion and background by
two raters and their agreement with areas segmented only by one rater color coded in
green and magenta.
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2017 [79]. Furthermore, there have been journal publications summarizing results of
some of the challenges, including the BraTS challenges in 2012 and 2013 [86], the ISLES
challenge from 2015 [79] and the LMSLS challenge in 2015 [22].
We structure this section as follows. First, we introduce common preprocessing
steps. We then distinguish between supervised and unsupervised methods and address them in individual sections. Finally, we will introduce and discuss a number of
performance measures and analyze the state of the art in the last two subsections.

Preprocessing
Garcia et al. [38] and Lladó et al. [76] list a number of common preprocessing steps for
the segmentation of MS lesions, such as coregistration to the patient space or another
reference space, which is especially important if an atlas is going to be used later on
for segmentation. Furthermore, skull stripping or brain extraction methods can help
reduce possible outliers. Intensity inhomogeneity correction is often used due to the
inherent inhomogeneity of magnetic fields applied in MRI. Noise reduction can help
to overcome negative effects of noise in the image. Depending on the assumptions
that are made for a particular method, it can be useful to normalize the intensities to a
predefined range. The preprocessing steps are mostly the same independent of disease
types [1, 21].

Supervised Methods
Lladó et al. [76] group the supervised segmentation methods into atlas and manual
segmentation based. The atlas based methods first register a statistical or topological
atlas to the sample to be segmented. This atlas is in turn used as prior information
to classify the pixels or voxels into different tissues and lesions can be segmented as
outliers of the model. This model can be based on intensity values, using a clustering
method such as k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) [126], expectation maximization (EM) of
a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [111], a fuzzy C-means (FCM) [107–109] and other
methods [38, 76]. On top of the intensity information, such a model can also include
neighborhood information, for instance through a Markov random field (MRF) [121]
and other means [38, 76].
Other atlas-based methods estimate lesion probabilities directly using the tissue priors as additional input to a classifier [132]. The manual segmentation based approach
requires data which have already been labeled by hand or through another automated
method. After training the method on the labeled data, it can be used to segment unseen data. Early attempts use a variety of classifiers directly on the intensity information [76]. Instead of using the intensity directly, features can be defined to be used
for training either alone or together with the original data. Such features include the
white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) and CSF tissue probabilities produced by another model [2, 62], features derived from local thresholding maps and morphological properties of the resulting segments [42], spatial features [3–5], vector image joint

13
histograms built over feature vectors indicating lesions [106], or a large pool of features [90]. Other methods use derived features or properties from the labeled training
data to train a parametric method, such as a MRF [102, 115] or a graph cut [72], or create
an explicit model for healthy structure where lesions are detected as outliers [90].
Gordillo et al. [44] divide the approaches for glioma segmentation into supervised
and unsupervised, but give a further distinction in threshold-based, region-based, pixelbased and model-based methods. Threshold-based and region-based approaches include a lot of semi-automated methods, which are not going to be covered here. The
pixel-based subgroup contains methods using artificial neural networks (NNs), FCM
and MRFs, whereas the latter two are usually applied in an unsupervised setting. Also
the model-based subgroup is applied in the unsupervised setting, where active contours or level sets are iteratively adjusted to fit a predefined energy function [44]. Recent methods are increasingly based on deep learning, especially convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). Havaei et al. [47] give a valuable overview of currently successful
methods. They pay more attention to the task itself, describing how to prepare the data
and details of the training procedure. They distinguish data processing in 2, 2.5 and
3 dimensions, where 2.5D is defined as processing the 3D volume independently from
different directions in 2D. Amongst others, they list encoder decoder methods such
as convolutional encoder networks [20] and multi-directional long short-term memory
networks [114], the foundation of one of the methods in this thesis. Akkus et al. [1]
divide the CNN based methods in three categories, the patch-wise, semantic-wise and
cascaded CNN architectures. Patch-wise architectures classify each neighborhood of
a pixel/voxel individually, while semantic-wise CNN architectures directly output the
segmented patch, such as for instance the U-net [97] which uses a fully convolutional
architecture. Cascaded CNN architectures finally are combinations of multiple CNNs,
where the output of the first is used as input for the second network.

Unsupervised Methods
Unsupervised methods rely on unlabeled training data only, sometimes neither knowing how many classes to divide the data in nor knowing what meaning a given label
has. Gordillo et al. [44] state that unsupervised segmentation is a narrow area of research for tumor segmentation, since it is hard to define shape priors or intensity priors,
but list FCM and MRFs as popular unsupervised segmentation methods. Furthermore,
a variety of self organizing maps have been combined with FCM [122]. Surveys on
the performance of popular unsupervised methods in 2015 and 2016 claim almost comparable performance to supervised algorithms [61, 103]. In the following years, this
statement was quashed through the introduction of supervised deep learning methods
[46, 63, 65, 92].
For MS lesion segmentation Garcia-Lorenzo et al. [38] explain, that some methods take into account, that lesions can modelled with their appearance in different sequences. They can be hyperintense on T2, PD or FLAIR and usually appear inside
the normal appearing white matter. Using the fact that T1 provides good contrast for
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anatomy segmentation, these methods model four individual classes (GM, WM, CSF
and lesions). They usually apply FCM or GMM-EM for this task. Some methods model
the lesion class implicitly as outliers of a normal appearing brain tissue model. Instead
of only using intensity and atlas information per pixel, spatial information can be incorporated through methods such as MRFs. Other methods segment the image nonsemantically using parcellation algorithms such as watershed or mean shift with subsequent
classification of subregions [38]. Llado et al. [76] differentiate between methods explicitly modelling tissue and either modelling lesions as additional class or as outliers of
the tissue classes and methods that explicitly only segment lesions. The methods of
the first group depend largely on the quality of the tissue segmentation step, whereas
the methods from the latter group usually work for special lesions such as enhancing lesions, since a lot of parameters have to be tuned to the respective sequences by
hand [76]. Sparse coding and dictionary learning has been proposed to detect irregular
anatomy in an unsupervised fashion [124]. Unsupervised domain adaptation has been
investigated to transfer knowledge from one domain to another for instance across different scanners [64]. Although segmentation accuracies comparable with supervised
methods are attainable, this method still needs dense labels in the other domain. Jain et
al. [59] introduce methods for cross-sectional and longitudinal MS studies, where in the
former, lesions are segmented as outliers, similar to [121]. Additionally, unrealistic outliers are dismissed as tissue outliers [59]. The latter additionally incorporates temporal
information from two subsequent scans [58].

Performance Measures
Popular performance measures for lesion segmentation can be grouped into pixel-wise
and lesion-wise metrics. Pixel-wise metrics operate on pixel or voxel values directly
while lesion-wise metrics use properties of individual clusters in the segmentation.
Taha and Hanbury [117] define the following categories for popular segmentation metrics: spatial overlap based, volume based, pair counting based, information theoretic
based, probabilistic and spatial distance based metrics.
Popular such measures include the Dice and Jaccard (Jac) indices, the true positive
and true negative rates (TPR and TNR), the false positive and false negative rates (FPR
and FNR) among others for the spatial overlap methods, volume similarity (VS) for the
volume methods, mutual information (MI) for the information theoretic and the Cohen
kappa coefficient (KAP) for the probabilistic cases. In the case of binary segmentation,
methods from the first five categories can be characterized through a combination of
the four cardinalities of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and
false negative (FN) clusters or pixels. We define the four cardinalities as follows for a
binary reference label map or ground truth T and a given binary segmentation S, where
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N is the total number of pixels or voxels:
TP =

FN =

N
X
i
N
X

T (i)

FP =

S(i),

N
X

S(i) − TP,

i

TN=N − TP − FN − FP.

T (i) − TP,

i

Using these, we can quickly define the above mentioned spatial metrics:
TP
,
TP + FP + FN
TN
TNR =
,
TN + FP
FNR = 1 − TPR.

2TP
,
2TP + FP + FN
TP
,
TPR =
TP + FN
FPR = 1 − TNR,

Jac =

Dice =

The VS and MI can be defined similarly using the cardinalities:
|FN − FP|
,
MI = Hm (TP + FP) + Hm (TP + FN) − Hj ,
2TP + FP + FN
where Hm (·) and Hj are the marginal and joint entropies respectively:
VS = 1 −

X
X
N−X
N−X
log −
log
,
N
N
N
N
X
i
i
log .
Hj = −
N
N

Hm (X) = −

i∈FP,TP,FN,TN

Finally, KAP is defined as follows:
KAP =

fa − fc
,
N − fc

. It measures agreement
where fa = TP + TN and fc = (TN+FN)(TN+FP)+(FP+TP)(FN+TP)
N
by taking into account the possibility of agreement by chance. All these measures are
quite resilient to outliers, since the spatial location of mislabeled pixels is not taken into
account. Figure 3.2 shows a selection of measures as a function of false positive and
true positive pixels, where the reference segmentation is fixed at 1/4th of an image of
100 × 100 pixels.
Spatial distance based metrics, such as the Hausdorff distance (HD) and to a lower
extent also the average (Hausdorff) distance (AVD) can be quite sensitive to outliers
in the segmentation. They are defined as follows using the directed HD h(·, ·) and the
directed AVD d(·, ·):
HD =max(h(CS , CT ), h(CT , CS )),
AVD =max(d(CS , CT ), d(CT , CS )),

h(X, Y) = max min ||x − y||,
x∈X y∈Y

d(X, Y) =

1 X
min ||x − y||,
y∈Y
N
x∈X
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Figure 3.2: Popular segmentation metrics. Top, left: Segmentation task with annotated
regions (F=False, T=True, P=Positive, N=Negative). Top, right: Dice and Jaccard indices
as function of the segmentation (TP and FP). Bottom: true positive rate, true negative
rate and mutual information as function of the segmentation (TP and FP).
where CS and CT are the set of coordinates of all pixels or voxels which are set to 1 in
the segmentation maps S and T , respectively.
For further measures and generalizations to fuzzy segmentations or multi-class situations, Taha and Hanbury [117] provide a concise survey.

State of the Art
The BraTS challenge has been held each year since 2012 and is hence an invaluable
indicator of recently popular methods in tumor segmentation. In the first two years,
manual segmentations were used for supervision, while in the later years labels merged
from the winning methods in the first two years replaced the manual labels. Only in
2017, manual labels were reintroduced again, final results for this competition are unfortunately not yet available. In 2012 and 2013, successful approaches for segmenting
tumors were based on decision tree ensembles or random forests, MRF approaches on
different features, cellular automata and EM segmentation [86]. None of the methods
were based on DNNs. In the following years, deep learning based methods started to
take ground in brain tumor segmentation, with 2 of 15 methods in 2014 [47] and 7 of
12 methods in 2015 [84]. Although the overall winner of 2015 was a semi-automated
method, in both 2014 and 2015, the winning approaches amongst the fully automated
methods were deep learning based. In 2016, a simple fully convolutional architecture
made first place, and 9 of 16 fully automated methods were based on or included deep
learning [85]. In 2017, an ensemble of one U-Net, two DeepMedics and fully convolu-
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tional networks (FCNs) beat competing methods by a margin [13] and only 8 out of 57
competing methods did not apply any form of deep learning. A gradual decline of the
once popular decision and random forest based methods starting in 2012 until now can
be observed [13, 34, 84–86]. Especially in the last two editions, a trend of incorporating
2.5 or 3 dimensional information can be witnessed. Popular and successful attributes
of methods competing in BraTS are fully convolutional architectures, architectures containing dilated convolutions and architectures containing a contracting and expanding
path including skip connections. Architectures which use ensembles of the previously
mentioned methods were especially successful.
For MS, there have been two popular, recent segmentation challenges. In the longitudinal lesion segmentation challenge at the International Symposium on Biomedical
Imaging (ISBI) 2015, the teams on first and third place based on the mean Dice score
used random forests together with an MRF, while the team on second place applied a
CNN. The longitudinal lesion segmentation challenge keeps track of new submissions
on a leaderboard1 . As of the 10th of April 2018, the top performing methods are all
based on deep learning, including multi-dimensional gated recurrent units [6, 7] (first
and fifth places), cascaded CNNs [120] (second and third place) and a multi-view CNN
[15] (fifth place).
In the cross-sectional lesion segmentation challenge at the International Conference
on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI) 2016, the
top 4 ranks in terms of Dice coefficient (computed on pixels as well as whole lesions)
consist of two deep learning methods, a random forest application and an unsupervised approach modelling the lesions as outliers together with a rules based approach.
Methods have to be run on the organizers platform on CPU, which might have reduced
the number of approaches which heavily rely on GPUs.
The 10 top performing methods in the recently held WMH segmentation challenge
in conjunction with MICCAI 2017 were all deep learning based as well.

1

The leaderboard is accessible at https://smart-stats-tools.org/node/26.
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Chapter 4

Artificial Neural Networks
Machine learning, in its most general terms, is the technique of fitting a model G with
parameters θ which tries to approximate an unknown function F, mapping data x from
an input domain I to a target domain T:
Gθ (x) : I 7→ T.
We are interested in the optimal setting of parameters θ of model G. In the context
of supervised learning, we are given the supposed outcome y ∈ T for each input x ∈ I.
Using this information, we want to find a configuration for θ such that the output y
^ of
G comes as close as possible to y. The performance can be measured using a metric M
of choice, and using M as a loss function we can optimize θ such that M is minimal:
min M(Gθ (x), y),
θ

where y = F(x).
The classic paradigm for supervised learning tasks has been similar across different
methods for a long time. One would, for given data, select meaningful features, choose
a model and a classifier and train it on these features [33]. The features were constructed
by hand, given some insight to the model. In more recent research, features do not need
to be hand-crafted anymore but can be derived by the model based on the data itself. A
popular approach for this setting is the artificial neural network (NN). In the following,
we will delve into machine learning with NNs in Section 4.1. We will outline recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) in Section 4.2, as they are the foundation of our method which
we detail in Section 5.

4.1

Neural Networks

History of Artificial Neural Networks
In the following, we quickly summarize important developments leading to the current state of artificial neural networks. We will introduce some of the concepts which
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Figure 4.1: Perceptron architecture.

appear in this summary in the following sections. The first attempt to model the network of neurons present in nervous tissue was given by McCulloch and Pitts [80] in
1943, who simplified the problem and described a logical apparatus. They already distinguish between recurrent and non-recurrent, so-called feed-forward networks, where
they call the recurrent networks networks with circles. They did not provide a learning
algorithm, but stated that any recurrent network can be formulated as feed-forward
network. Donald Hebb proposed in 1949, that often used connections of neurons are
being reinforced, a fundamental operation that enables learning [50]. In 1959, Hubel
and Wiesel found that the visual primary cortex consists of a cascade of simple and
complex cells. Simple cells detect edges in the image, whereas complex cells also detect
edges, but with a degree of spatial invariance [56].
With the Perceptron in 1957, a network without hidden layers, which was able to
learn was proposed by Rosenblatt [98–100]. A perceptron could perform binary classification, thresholding a weighted sum of input numbers plus bias, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
Unfortunately, by assuming that the perceptron could be used for anything, a proof of
its limitations, such as the inability of modelling the XOR function [89], started what
some call the first AI winter in 1969 [30], when research building on the perceptron almost came to a halt. With the neocognitron in 1980, a network combining local features
and hierarchically stacking layers introduced the gradual integration of local features
that is also used in convolutional neural networks today. Finally, in 1985 and 1986, the
idea of neural networks was resurrected with the application of the backpropagation
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algorithm, making learning in “multilayer perceptrons” possible [73, 101].
Research on handwritten digit recognition between 1989 and 1998 led to the first
convolutional neural network with a structure still similar to today’s architectures, the
lenet-5 [74]. Building on the principle of the neocognitron, it combines convolution,
pooling and fully connected layers with the backpropagation algorithm to automatically classify digits. Yet problems with scaling to larger problems and model sizes and
the competition introduced with the support vector machine [18] lowered interest in
the approach. It wasn’t until 2006, that unsupervised pretraining was introduced [51],
which made large and especially deep networks possible, hence the rebranding to deep
learning, where deep refers to the number of layers that are used.
Computing on GPUs was introduced in 2009 [95] and allowed for a large speedup
to conventional CPU training. Using GPUs and a sufficiently large training set, even if
produced through sophisticated data augmentation, renders unsupervised pre-training
unnecessary [27]. A further breakthrough for computing on the GPU and for using neural networks in general was Alexnet from Krizhevsky et al. [70], which almost halved
the top 5 error rate compared to competing methods on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in 2012, an image classification benchmark proposed in 2009 [31] and commonly referred to as simply ImageNet. In addition to using
two GPUs, Krizhevsky et al. applied a number of smart tricks. They started using
rectified linear units instead of the classic hyperbolic tangent which partly alleviates
the vanishing gradient problem and makes computation faster. Furthermore, local response normalization and dropout prevent overfitting. The large ImageNet dataset and
data augmentation provide enough data to learn from. Such “tricks” seem to dominate
the most recent advancements on the component level of networks, without changing
the overall structure of a neural network as we know it.
ImageNet remained one of the most important benchmarks in the following years.
The winners of the 2013 competition used a similar structure to Alexnet, but reduced
the initial filter kernel and stride size to retain more spatial information in the network.
Furthermore, they introduce a tool called “deconvnet”, which allowed to inspect which
areas of an image activated which feature map [130]. A still popular pre-trained network to harvest features from is the VGG network family [110] from 2014. The network
consists of only small 3x3 convolutions and max pooling operations, but contains a very
large amount of parameters. The following winners of ILSVRC, the GoogLeNet or Inception architecture [116] in 2014 and the ResNet [49] in 2015 reduced the error rates to
6.67% and 3.57%, respectively. The GoogLeNet consists of so-called inception modules,
which calculate a different number of differently sized convolutions and a max pooling
operation and concatenate the resulting feature maps. ResNet also consists of repetitive modules, which introduce the notion of residual learning through the addition of
a skip connection or identity mapping from the input of the module to the output of
the module. This effectively means for the module, that it has to learn the difference to
add to the input, instead of directly estimating an output. These residual connections
reduce the problem of vanishing gradients, as there is always a path to skip the module
as well. As a consequence, these networks consisted of hundreds of layers, depths that
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were previously not possible to train.
Apart from networks for the classification task, a lot of interesting concepts and applications have been invented. For instance in the area of generative models, both the
variational autoencoder (VAE) [68] and the generative adversarial network (GAN) [43]
were proposed in 2014 and opened their own respective subfields of research. The VAE
allows to create meaningful low-dimensional representations by encoding a distribution instead of a high dimensional value as is done in a regular autoencoder. On one
hand samples from this distribution need to contain the necessary information such
that a successful reconstruction of the input can be guaranteed. On the other hand,
this low-dimensional distribution is constrained to be as similar as possible to a given
prior distribution. These two constraints ensure that only the necessary information is
encoded. The GAN is a combination of two opposing networks, the generator and the
discriminator. The discriminator is given the task to learn the distribution of the training data while the generator learns to produce realistic fake imitations which resemble
the training data to continuously fool the discriminator. For time series data, already
in 1997 the long short-term memory (LSTM) [54] was introduced with substantial improvements in 2000 [40]. In 2014, a radical simplification of the gating structure of the
LSTM termed gated recurrent unit (GRU) [23] was introduced. Both the LSTM and the
GRU are being used for various tasks involving sequential data.
In the following, we will introduce a selection of the most relevant theory for neural
networks in the context of this thesis.

General structure
Most neural networks can be described as a so-called feed-forward neural network
(FNN). A FNN is any network whose directed computation graph does not contain
loops or recurrent connections. Such a network is a combination of various small components, whose properties are well understood. Any differentiable function can theoretically be used as a component of a network.
Classical networks can be roughly split into individual layers. Such layers can be
arbitrary, as long as the forward computation and the differentiation with respect to
their input and parameters are known, but usually follow a similar structure, where
optional components can just be replaced by the identity function if not needed.
Consider a network of L layers. The first component of each layer l is a mapping
function Ψ(·), which linearly combines the inputs xl , which consist usually at least of
the outputs hl−1 of layer l − 1 or, for the first layer, the given input data:
zl = Ψl (xl , θΨl ).
The weights θ·l of these linear combinations are parameters of the network. Additionally, these mapping functions could also include further inputs, such as older intermediary outputs through skip connections or combine multiple individual strands of
computation. After this linear combination, an optional normalization component N(·)
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can be applied to help optimization by reducing the internal covariate shift [57]:
z^l = Nl (zl , θNl ).
Then, a so-called activation function Φ (also called nonlinearity or squashing function) is
applied:
al = Φl (^
zl , θΦl ).
Without this function, all linear combinations could be expressed as one linear combination, which greatly reduces the possible functions that can be approximated.
As often used in classification networks, we can also use optional downsampling
operations Γl :
hl = Γl (al , θΓl ).
Depending on their implementation, their meaning can span from nonlinearities in max
pooling operations to mapping functions with average pooling or convolution operations with a stride larger than one. The opposite, upsampling operations Γl−1 , as used
for instance in autoencoders [52, 68] when applied to images and many popular semantic segmentation networks [77, 97] are usually implemented using the transposed
operation of their respective downsampling counterpart.
In summary, a full layer could then be described as the application of the combined
function Λl = Γl ◦ Φl ◦ Nl ◦ Ψl to input xl using weights θl = θΓl ∪ θΦl ∪ θNl ∪ θΨl :
hl = Λl (hl−1 , θl ) = Γl (Φl (Nl (Ψl (xl , θΨl ), θNl ), θΦl ), θΓl ),
By defining xl for each layer, for example by setting xl = hl−1 , a network can be defined. After the last layer, we finally add a loss function (also cost or objective function),
which defines our main objective we want to optimize our network for. Given, we are
applying supervised learning and are provided with labels y, we could define a loss
L(hL , y). We now want to find the weights θ^ that minimize this loss:
θ^ = arg min L(hL , y).
θ

Since the concept of layers is not well defined and is hence only partly useful when
defining the graph structure of an arbitrary network, we will continue our explanations with respect to the individual components making up above mentioned layers.
These can be individually arranged to form any computational graph, still allowing for
an end-to-end training procedure. In the following, we will use component, layer, and
node interchangeably for one atomic element or self-contained block with a well-defined
function as well as gradients with respect to both inputs and parameters.
Considering this, the whole network is differentiable using the chain rule on the individual elements. This allows us to calculate a gradient for each of the parameters in
θ and use optimization techniques such as stochastic gradient descent on the network,
which is commonly referred to as the backpropagation algorithm. For any given component Fθ (x) = h, assuming we have a gradient ∂L
∂h computed from some loss function L
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with respect to h, it is sufficient to know the gradient of F with respect to its parameters
θ and its input x. Using those gradients, we can calculate the gradient of L with respect
to both parameters θ and input x:
∂L
∂L ∂h
=
,
∂θ
∂h ∂θ

∂L
∂L ∂h
=
.
∂x
∂h ∂x

Using this recursively, we can compute the gradients of L with respect to all parameters
of the network (see Section 4.1).
In the following, a short introduction to each of the previously discussed components is given. In Data, we discuss the format and preparation of the data. We go
through the mapping functions including downsampling and upsampling operations
in Mapping Functions. We introduce a small fraction of typical activation functions in
Activation Functions. In Optimization we discuss proper parameter initialization, popular choices for loss functions and detail the optimization procedure. Regularization
discusses normalization components as well as other regularization techniques which
facilitate training.

Data
The input to a network can have any shape, as long as the data can be vectorized. For
instance for categorical data, we can use the so-called one-hot encoding, where we use
a vector of length n, where n is the number of categories. For a given category index c,
the vector takes the following form:

1 if i = c
vc (i) =
0 else.
The binary case can be coded using just a scalar which is 0 if c = 0 and 1 if c = 1. Attributes, where zero to all possible values can be possible can be mapped as individual
binary categorical cases.
For semantic segmentation or pixelwise classification, we usually apply the one-hot
encoding described above for each pixel or voxel in the reference segmentation. For the
continuous image data, we can use the training data X directly as such and are usually
presented with data in the form
X ∈ RN×n0,1 ×···×n0,d ×c0
Since memory constraints force us to not compute on the whole data at once (and there
can be advantages of not doing so), we choose mini-batches of B samples drawn from
the full set of N samples to feed as input x0 into the network at once. Depending on
the data, we need a different number of additional (spatial) dimensions, ranging from
just scalar data (x0 ∈ RB×c0 ) to multiple dimensions as for instance for images (x0 ∈
RB×n0,1 ×···×n0,2 ×c0 ). Each nl,i stands for the spatial dimension i at layer l. The last
dimension c0 denotes the number of input feature maps or channels.
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A number of preprocessing steps are usually necessary. First, the data is normalized, either following a distribution such as N (0, 1) or being in a predefined range,
usually in [−1, 1]. For data with relative values, such as images from MRI, normalizing to zero mean and standard deviation of 1 is a good choice in our experience. If
the values are absolute, squashing the values to [−1, 1] using a global, sample-specific
or user defined minimum and maximum can be adequate. This is for instance useful for natural images, where RGB values are in the range 0, . . . , 255 or for Hounsfield
units, which are tissue specific properties in computed tomography. More specialized
normalization schemes might be necessary, depending on the type of data. For MR images, this could include bias field correction, coregistration of the data, skull stripping
and more, as discussed in Preprocessing in Chapter 3. Especially for volumetric data or
large images, where even for B = 1, not the whole data fits into memory, subvolumes
or patches with dimensions w0,1 × · · · × w0,d with wi ≤ ni have to be extracted from
each sample, usually at a random location. As each sample in the mini-batch, denoted
as h0,k , k ∈ {0, . . . , B − 1}, is processed independently of the other samples, we will omit
the sample index k in our notation for brevity and clarity. In each layer, its intermediary
(i)
representation hl has cl feature maps of (spatial) dimensions wl,1 × · · · × wl,d .
For supervised learning, we divide our data into training, validation and test set.
The training set is solely used to tune the parameters in θ. Since we rely on stochastic
gradient descent and are never guaranteed, that updating our parameters results in a
network state with an overall lower loss value, we use a validation set to select the
best performing network parameter setting. By using the test data exclusively for the
final evaluation, it is guaranteed that no information from the test data leaked into our
model, even if we had access to their respective ground truths.

Mapping Functions
Mapping functions are a means of connecting the output of layer l − 1 to the input of
layer l and can consist of any linear combination of the input. We define here hl−1 = xl
as input to layer l. We denote the intermediate result of Ψ(hl−1 , W) as zl . Additionally,
a bias βl can optionally be added to the mapping Ψ(xl , W), which we will omit for
brevity.
Fully-Connected Layer Fully connected layers map each input vector to each output
vector for each sample in the mini-batch:
ΨFC (xl , Wl ) = xl Wl = zl ,
where xl ∈ Rb×cl , Wl ∈ Rcl ×cl+1 , zl ∈ Rb×cl+1 and ci and b denote the number of
neurons/channels of layer i and the mini-batch size. The gradient of the output with
respect to the input and parameters is as follows:
∂zl
= xT ,
∂Wl

∂zl
= WT .
∂xl
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Figure 4.2: Popular mapping functions. Left: fully connected mapping. Right: convolutional mapping for one-dimensional data from two input channels (dotted grey line)
onto each output channel, using a convolution kernel of 3. For clarity, we only visualize one output channel here. For multiple output channels, each output channel can be
expressed in the above form with its respective, independent weights.
Fully-connected layers define a weight for every single possible connection, hence creating a lot of parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.2a. For structured data such as images,
such a function can quickly lead to overfitting, as each pixel needs to define its relation
with all of the other pixels independently and many more parameters are necessary
compared to a convolutional layer.
Convolutional Layer Convolutional layers map a defined local neighborhood per location in the input to the output, with the same set of weights applied to each neighborhood in the input data. Mathematically, this corresponds to a convolution operation (∗)
(although in practice, it is usually implemented as a correlation, since for real-valued
data a reversal of all convolved dimensions of one signal – e.g. the filter – is the only
difference):
!
cX
l −1
(i)
Ψconv (xl , ω) =
xl ∗ ωij = zl
i=0

j

with xl ∈ Rn1 ×...×nd ×cl , ω ∈ Rk1 ×···×kd ×cl ×cl+1 , zl ∈ Rn1 ×...×nd ×cl+1 , where k· denotes
the filter kernel size for each dimension. The asterisk (∗) denotes a d-dimensional convolution operation and i, j are indices for the input and output channels. An example
with two input channels and one output channel is shown in Fig. 4.2b.
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Pooling and Up-/Downsampling Pooling layers are used to summarize a local neighborhood to one pixel, effectively reducing the spatial resolution. A pooling layer with
a pooling of pi = 2 for all spatial dimensions i would hence half the spatial resolution. Popular choices for the summarization function γ(·) are the average or maximum
value:
Γl,p (al ) = (γl ((al )m1 p1 ,...,md pd , . . . , (al )(m1 +1)p1 −1,...,(md +1)pd −1 ))m1 ,··· ,md
= hl ,
where al ∈ Rn1 ×···×nd ×cl , hl ∈ Rm1 ×···×md ×cl , with mi = npii for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
In e.g. semantic segmentation [77] or generative models [131], pooling destroys
relevant information about the location of a feature. Pooling is hence replaced by parameterizable downsampling operations, usually in the form of a convolution layer
with a stride larger than 1. A classical convolution implies a stride of one, the filter is
hence applied at each pixel or voxel location with a distance of one between filter applications. Using larger strides s > 1 hence reduces the spatial resolution of the output
by the same factor, since distances between filter applications are now of size s. This
has the advantage, that an average pooling operation can still theoretically be learned,
but a variable context can be defined as well as the relative importance of each pixel
contributing to the neighborhood. The transpose of this operation can in turn be used
to perform parameterized upsampling.
Another related concept is the atrous or dilated convolution [55, 75, 77, 128], which,
with proper padding, does not reduce the spatial resolution of the output, but can take
neighborhood information at variable scales into consideration and replaces e.g. shift
and stitch applications for pixelwise classification. This is achieved by constructing the
convolution kernel as a sparse grid of evenly spaced convolution weights, where the
weights in between are set to zero.

Activation Functions
Activation functions map the input data range to a new range using a piecewise differentiable nonlinear function. Desired properties of such a function are an efficient
computation of forward and backward pass, monotonicity [125] of the function and
approximation of the identity near the origin [41, 48]. With some exceptions, activation
functions are element-wise functions. A small selection of popular activation functions
is described in the following with their respective gradient with respect to their realvalued input x.
Sigmoid The logistic or Sigmoid function is defined as
σ(x) =

1
,
1 + exp(−x)

∂σ(x)
= σ(x)(1 − σ(x)).
∂x
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Figure 4.3: Left: the logistic function or Sigmoid, the hyperbolic tangent (TanH) and the
rectified linear unit (ReLU). Right: their respective derivatives.
It maps the range of all input values to the range (0, 1). As with most activation functions, the Sigmoid inherits the problem of saturation at large absolute input values,
where the resulting gradient is very close to zero. Furthermore, the function takes the
value 0.5 at the origin, which complicates proper weight initialization (see Section 4.1),
thus making it less useful for intermediate layers.
TanH Similarly, the hyperbolic tangent (TanH) function maps the full input range to
(−1, 1):
tanh(x) =

exp(x) − exp(−x)
,
exp(x) + exp(−x)

∂ tanh(x)
= 1 − tanh2 (x).
∂x
Its advantages include the bounded values and an approximate identity mapping close
to the origin, but it also suffers from saturation effects for large absolute input values.
ReLU The rectified linear unit (ReLU) [45] performs an identity mapping for positive
values and maps all other values to zero:
ReLU(x) = max(0, x),

0 if x < 0
∂ReLU(x)
=
∂x
1 if x ≥ 0.
The advantage of this activation function is its simple formula and gradient calculation,
as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. However, for any input below zero, the gradient remains
zero and no learning can take place. A number of activation functions try to solve
this problem by approximating it using functions that have a gradient larger than zero
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everywhere, such as with a continuous approximation called SoftPlus [41] or with a
fixed or parametric slope for the negative part called Leaky ReLU [78] and parametric
ReLU [48]. Other functions also related to ReLU focus on favorable statistical properties
for optimization, such as the exponential linear unit [28] or the scaled exponential linear
unit [69].
Softmax In contrast to other activation functions, the Softmax function is not an elementwise operation. From a vector of arbitrary values, it produces a vector of C probabilities
representing a discrete probability distribution. It is commonly used for classification
at the very end of a network to produce probabilities for each possible class i of the
classifier.

exp x(i)
Softmax(x, i) = C−1
,

P
(j)
exp x
j=0


−Softmax(x, i)Softmax(x, k)
∂Softmax(x, i)
=
∂x(k)
Softmax(x, i)(1 − Softmax(x, i))

if k 6= i
.
if k = i

If used together with the cross entropy loss, the calculation of the gradient above simplifies a lot, as described in paragraph Cross Entropy in the next section.

Optimization
With the tools described so far, we can design a complete neural network. In the remaining part, the means to adjust the parameters of the network such that a given
objective is satisfied and learning can take place are introduced. First of all, parameters have to be initialized, which is discussed in the next paragraph. Then, an objective
needs to be defined, which is detailed in the paragraph Loss Function. In the paragraph
Backpropagation, different methods are discussed which can be used to optimize with
respect to the selected objective.
Parameter Initialization
With the introduction of unsupervised pretraining [51], training deep networks was
possible. Even before this discovery, it was obvious that the success or failure of training a neural network was largely depending on the initial parameters. When stateof-the-art results were possible without pretraining, a proper parameter initialization
was part of the success [70]. In general, we might want to keep the variance of the
data about the same at each layer of the network. For an efficient backpropagation, the
same applies to the gradient. Glorot initialization [41] sets the weights randomly with
2
a variance of nin +n
for one layer, where nin and nout are the number of input and
out
output units, respectively. With the assumption that a symmetric activation function
is used which is close to linear at the origin, this initialization should keep the variance of both input and output in the same range. Newer architectures, however, are
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using ReLU or similiar activation functions, which are not symmetric. He initialization
[48] considers this, resulting in weights with a variance of n1in . Although Glorot and
He initialization have been introduced using uniformly distributed and Gaussian distributed initial weights respectively, both uniform and Gaussian distributions are used
for both initializations in practice. Other methods use orthonormal initialization [104]
for deep linear networks or even constrain the network to keep the weight matrices in
orthogonal form [8], due to the norm preserving property of orthogonal matrices.

Loss Function
There exist a few popular choices to design the objective of the optimization using a
so-called loss function, depending on our requested task. If we want to use a NN for
classification, we usually model the output of the network as a vector representing a
discrete probability distribution. If we want to regress a vector, we do not restrict the
output accordingly and choose the last activation function such that the whole range
of desired values can be produced. If we want to estimate attribute probabilities, we
design a vector with values from 0 to 1, but without a restriction on the sum of values.
Usually, the loss function of the network is chosen based on the desired output and
function of the network. Popular choices for regression and classification are the `2 norm and the cross entropy loss respectively, which are introduced below.

Cross Entropy With C classes and B samples in the mini-batch, the cross entropy loss
function is defined as

LCE (hL , y) =

B−1 X
C−1
X



(c)
−p(yb = c) log hL,b ,

b=0 c=0

where p(yb = c) is the probability of target class yb being the correct class c. When binary probabilities are used, and one clear target class yb is given, this can be simplified
considerably:

LCEbinary (hL , y) =

B−1
X

(t )

− log hL,bb and tb = arg max (yb ).

b=0

c

In conjunction with the Softmax function described above by setting
(i)

hL,b = Softmax(xL,b , i),
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a number of simplifications can be made:

 
(c)
exp xL,b


LCE-SM (xL , y) = −
p(yb = c) log P
(j)
C−1
exp
x
b=0 c=0
j=0
L,b


B−1 X
C−1
B−1
C−1


X
X
X
(c)
(j)
=−
p(yb = c)xL,b +
log 
exp xL,b  ,


B−1 X
C−1
X

b=0 c=0

b



∂LCE-SM (xL , y)
(c)

∂xL,b

(c)

j=0



exp xL,b

 = Softmax(xL,b , c) − p(yb = c),
= −p(yb = c) + P
(j)
C−1
exp
x
j=0
L,b

In the binary classification case, it suffices to compute only the probability hL for
the positive case, since the probability for the negative case is given by 1 − hL . This can
be achieved with a Sigmoid function computed on one feature map and results in the
following loss function, where label yb and p(yb = c) are the same:
1X
(yb log(hL,b ) + (1 − yb ) log(1 − hL,b ))) .
B
B−1

LCE (hL , y) =

b=0

`2 -norm The `2 -norm also features a simple gradient, independent of the last activation function.
1 X
(hL,i − yi )2 ,
2B
B

L`2 (hL , y) =

i=1

∂L`2
∂hL

B
1X
=
(hL,i − yi ).
B
i=1

It can be used for arbitrary output, and can hence be used for regression and classification. It has been shown, however, that the cross entropy loss features less severe
plateaus on its loss surface than the `2 -norm [41].
Backpropagation
As already stated in previous sections, backpropagation describes the application of the
chain rule in a backwards direction to calculate the partial derivative g of a given loss
function L with respect to all P trainable parameters θ in a network Fθ :


∂L(Fθ (x), y)
∂L(Fθ (x), y)
g = ∇L(Fθ (x), y) =
,··· ,
.
∂θ0
∂θP−1
Although backpropagation is to date still the basic means used to optimize a NN, it
does not yet define how to use the information gathered by it. In the following, we
discuss a number of popular parameter update methods using this calculated gradient.
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Stochastic Gradient Descent Gradient descent (GD) is a method to find a local minimum of a function. Since the gradient of a given function f(x) always points at the local
steepest ascent on the function surface, iteratively following the negative direction of
the gradient of a function will eventually lead us to a local minimum, if one exists and
an appropriate stepsize or learning rate λ is chosen. At each iteration t, we can calculate
the next step in the approximate direction of the minimum using the following update
formula:
xt+1 = xt − λ∇f(xt ).
Similarly for a classification NN, one could calculate the gradient g of the loss function L(Fθ (x), y) for a network Fθ (x) with parameters θ and target labels y for all training
samples and update the parameters θ accordingly:
∆θt = g,
θt+1 = θt − λ∆θt .
The optimum found with gradient descent can only be safely assumed to be globally
optimal when the function surface is convex. This is unfortunately almost never the
case with NNs. Recent research suggests though, that most local minima represent a
comparably low function value [24].
The amount of data needed to train a NN does in most cases not fit entirely into
memory. We are hence forced to compute only an approximation of our gradient. Using only one training sample in gradient descent is called stochastic gradient descent
(SGD). In practice, we normally use a small subset of B samples from the training data,
a so-called mini-batch, to calculate the gradient gt for each iteration t during training:
1 X ∂L(Fθt (xb ), y)
gt =
;
B
∂θ
B−1

x0 , . . . , xB−1 ∈ X.

b=0

This still allows to train large networks, but also enables a better approximation of the
gradient compared to SGD.
Momentum Even though GD is guaranteed to converge on convex functions, it can
take very long to do so. For instance at certain locations on the optimization surface,
such as valleys or ridges, instead of taking the direction of steepest descent down the
valley it is sometimes smarter to go along the valley. This is where momentum will find
the best optimization direction. Momentum is the basic idea of using information from
the gradient’s first moment. The k-th (raw) moment of random variable R is defined as
µk (R) = E[Rk ].
The first moment of the gradient is hence pointing at the average direction of steepest
ascent. SGD can be improved by including this first moment information. Instead
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of applying the gradient updates directly, a running average over the past gradient
updates is used, where γ and η scale the new gradient and the previous moment of the
gradient respectively:
µ
^ 1,mom,t (∆θ) = γgt + η^
µ1,mom,t−1 (∆θ),
∆θt = µ
^ 1,mom,t (∆θ).
This is generally referred to as “using the momentum method” [101]. In the following,
we will discuss different optimization techniques which will use moments extensively.
We will use the following approximation for the k-th moments of R by setting η = ρ
and γ = (1 − ρ):
µ
^ k,t (R, ρ) = ρ^
µk,t−1 (R, ρ) + (1 − ρ)Rkt ,
where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter usually set close to 1 and Rt is the realization of random
variable R at time t.
RMSProp RMSProp is a gradient regularization method first introduced in a presentation by Tieleman and Hinton [118]. It postulates, that a per weight running average a
of the squared gradient – the second moment – can help make learning much faster, as
it contains information about the magnitude of each direction. Each iteration, the gradient update is hence divided by the square root of the second moment of the gradient:
gt
∆θt = p
.
µ
^ 2 (gt , ρ) + 
AdaDelta Similar to RMSProp, AdaDelta [129] takes advantage of second moments.
Instead of only accumulating the gradient, also the update itself is accumulated. In the
original formulation, the learning rate has been factored out, such that the parameter
update does not necessarily need a learning rate λ. In practice, it is still sometimes used:
p
µ
^ 2 (∆θt−1 , ρ) + 
gt ,
∆θt = p
µ
^ 2 (gt , ρ) + 
θt+1 = θt − ∆θt .
Adam Adam [67] is a recently proposed technique which uses both first and second
moment estimates of the gradient to guide the movement on the optimization surface.
It is defined as follows:
∆θt = q

µ
^ 1 (gt ,β1 )
1−βt1
µ
^ 2 (gt ,β2 )
1−βt2

.

+

Informally, this method is a mixture between the momentum method and RMSProp,
where the direction of the gradient is controlled by the first moment and the magnitude
is controlled by the second. Without the normalization terms 1/(1 − βni ), there would
be a bias towards zero in the beginning of the optimization [67].
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Regularization
During training of a neural network, we want to guarantee the generalizability of the
network on new test data while at the same time ensuring an efficient training procedure with as few training steps as possible. There exist a number of different techniques
to help with the former, the latter or both. In the following, we discuss a number of
techniques we deem relevant.
Normalization Layer
Batch normalization [57] is a popular technique to improve on the speed of convergence. It is based on the idea, that learning is hindered when the distribution of the
input at each layer in the network changes due to parameter updates of the previous
layers during training. This effect is called the internal covariate shift [57]. At the batch
normalization layer, the data is normalized to follow a standard normal distribution,
using statistics for mean µ and standard deviation σ gathered from the mini-batch. At
the same time, a running average for each mean and standard deviation is kept to be
used instead of the mini-batch statistics during inference. Using trainable scale and
shift parameters γ and β, any Gaussian distribution can be learned, depending on the
requirements of each layer:
BN(x) = γ

x−µ
+ β.
σ

Similar ideas with normalization along different axes of the data tensors and using
learned or mini-batch statistics during inference have been proposed, such as local response norm as used in Alexnet [70], layer normalization [9] or instance norm [119].
They are effectively trying to solve the same problem given different circumstances.
Residual Learning / Skip Connections
When approximating a function f, it can be easier to approximate a residual f̃ instead of
directly estimating the output of f. This is especially helpful in deep architectures, as it
allows for the efficient propagation of information between elements with a large distance between each other in the network both in the forward as well as in the backward
direction to benefit from each other and hence helps decreasing training time [32]. This
can be achieved using a so-called skip or shortcut connection [16] to the input x. This
effectively calculates what needs to be added to the input x to get the desired output h:
h = λr x + f̃(x).
The weights λr can be parameters of the network, but λr is often set to the identity
and can be omitted. Residual learning gained a lot of popularity when Resnet was
published [49].
Skip connections can also be implemented by concatenating data hi from the earlier
layer i to the output hl of the previous layer to form the input xl+1 of the current layer
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l + 1:
xl+1 = [hl , λr hi ].
They are often used in architectures featuring a bottleneck to perpetuate high resolution
information, such as in the U-net [97] for semantic segmentation.
Dropout / Dropconnect / Gaussian Multiplicative Noise
Dropout [53] is a technique of randomly picking parts of the network, which are then
temporarily deactivated for one training iteration, usually random nodes including
their input and output connections. Dropout can be thought of as sampling from a
combinatorially large number of subsets of the network, where at each iteration, we
pick one certain configuration. Applying this technique has multiple advantages. During inference, we can include all nodes and the output can be thought of as a result of an
ensemble of many different networks, as each training sample was trained on a possibly unique subset of nodes. On the other hand, we can reduce overfitting, as each node
can only contribute to the network with a certain probability. The most popular version
of dropout consists of sampling dBi ∼ Bernoulli(p) from a Bernoulli distribution, which
determines the inclusion of a given node i in the network:
(i)

^ l−1 )(i) ·
h̃l = f(x

dBi
,
p

^ l−1 ) is the component to be regularized and h̃l is the regularized output of
where f(x
(i)
that component. By setting the output hl to zero for each i where dBi = 0, these nodes
are effectively removed from the network. To not require rescaling of the outputs of all
nodes by the factor 1/p during inference, we additionally divide dB by p during training.
Other variants include sampling from a Gaussian distribution (dG ∼ N (1, σ2 )), which
is then used as multiplicative noise on the nodes [112]:
^ l−1 )i · dGi .
h̃l,i = f(x
q

We can set σ = 1−p
p , such that the expected mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution matches the ones from Bernoulli(p). Multiplicative Gaussian noise tends to produce slightly better results than Bernoulli dropout, since no node is completely omitted
during training [112]. Instead of dropping entire nodes, it is also possible to apply
the same mechanism to individual weights, which is referred to as Dropconnect [123],
using either a Gaussian or Bernoulli distribution.
Data Augmentation
The amount of training data has a huge influence on the performance of most supervised machine learning algorithms. In the ideal case, we would either have as many
training samples as we want to compute iterations during training, or even better, we
would have a means to generate as many training samples as needed for our task. In
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most cases and especially in voxelwise classification, training data is rare and producing training data is a time consuming and expensive step. In such cases, data augmentation is an effective means of generating a sufficient amount of training data. Data
augmentation usually consists of different techniques that allow to create new training samples based on the available training samples. Techniques are usually selected
depending on the task at hand, as different data allow for different augmentation techniques. Data can, for instance, be randomly mirrored, rotated, scaled, shifted, affinely
transformed or modified by a deformation field. By selecting the optimal subset of
these operations for a given dataset, we ensure that our generated training samples do
not deviate significantly from our data distribution.
Which data augmentation techniques are favorable highly depends on the data.
In the context of brain MR images which have been preprocessed and coregistered,
mildly rotating and scaling the head will still produce realistic examples. Furthermore,
a moderate deformation with a coarse grid can generate realistically looking, new brain
instances. Mirroring along the sagittal plane creates credible new brain samples, mirroring along the frontal or transverse planes, however, creates instances that are not
part of the same distribution.

4.2

Recurrent Neural Networks

RNNs are NNs designed to process sequential data. At each point in the sequence, the
same set of calculations is executed on the previous output and current input of the
sequence:

ht = φ(Uht−1 + Wxt + b),

(4.1)

where φ(·) is an appropriate activation function such as tanh and U, W and b are learnable parameters of the network. Contrary to the previously defined data structure,
we model our input xt and output ht here as vectors with dimensionality Ci × B and
Co × B, where Ci and Co are the input and output channel sizes respectively. This allows us to formulate matrix multiplications in Eq. (4.1) in a format compatible with the
literature. Equation (4.1) uses the same set of weights U, W and b at each timestep t.
With this tied weights constraint, the number of parameters is greatly reduced, without gravely limiting the expressiveness of the network. Unfortunately, such a network
can perform badly in practice, since the problem of vanishing gradients frequently occurs during backpropagation. This can easily be analyzed looking just at the gradient
that is passed back through the network, if a loss function L(hT , yT ) is applied to the
final state of the network defined in Eq. (4.1), where we use a hyperbolic tangent as
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activation function in this example:
∂ht
= (1 − tanh(Uht−1 + Wxt + b)2 )UT ,
∂ht−1
∂L(hT , yT )
∂ht ∂L(hT , yT )
.
=
∂ht−1
∂ht−1
∂ht

(4.2)
(4.3)

The first term of Eq. (4.3) shows the recursive relationship of future timesteps on the
current timestep t. If the activation at timestep t was close to +1 or −1, the gradient
term would be close to zero due to Eq. (4.2). This would mean that all the accumulated
gradient information of future timesteps would vanish due to the first term in Eq. (4.3)
and only the gradient calculated at the current timestep would have an impact on this
and past timesteps. The network will hence not be able to learn long-term relationships
in the data in such situations.

LSTM
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [54] introduced already in 1997 a method called LSTM
which remedies the vanishing gradient problem. They introduce a state variable and
use so-called gates which control that state and the output at each iteration t. The basic
formulation of Eq. (4.1) is extended in [40, 54] as follows:
ft = σ(Uf ht−1 + Vf ct−1 + Wf xt + bf ),

(4.4)

it = σ(Ui ht−1 + Vi ct−1 + Wi xt + bi ),

(4.5)

ot = σ(Uo ht−1 + Vo ct−1 + Wo xt + bo ),

(4.6)

c̃t = φ(Uc ht−1 + Wc xt + bc ),

(4.7)

ct = ft

c̃t ,

(4.8)

ψ(ct ).

(4.9)

ct−1 + it
ht = ot

The first three equations above define the so-called “gates”, which serve the purpose
of managing what information can enter and leave the memory cell. Equations (4.7)
and (4.8) show the new state proposal c̃ and the internal state c. Equation (4.9) defines
the output h of the RNN. At each timestep t, the forget gate ft (4.4) decides how much
to add from the state at t − 1, and the input gate it (4.5) decides how much to add
from the proposal to form the new state ct . Said proposal is calculated from a weighed
sum of different information. We chose here to include the previous output ht−1 , the
current input xt and a bias which is “squashed” by the activation function φ. Finally,
the output gate ot (4.6) decides, what linear combination of the state each node will
consist of. The original publication let a lot of room for the information to be provided
for the individual gates it , ot and the internal state (ct ). The here shown selection of
input information is a popular selection, usually either information from the previous
state ct−1 or the previous output ht−1 is provided with the input xt and an optional
bias b for the weighted sum in both gates and candidate. Also, the forget gate ft was
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introduced later [40], but is now commonly used together with the other gates when
talking of LSTMs. The LSTM remains to date the architecture of choice for most RNN
implementations.

GRU
Recently, GRUs [23] were introduced as a simplified form of LSTMs. The GRU does
not keep a separate state from the output h (4.13), making the separate state c and
the output gate o in the LSTM obsolete. It combines the forget and input gates from
the LSTM to one update gate z (4.11), but introduces an additional reset gate r (4.10),
making it possible to omit previous state information in the new proposal h̃ (4.12). It is
computationally more efficient than the LSTM, as it uses less gating structure.
rt = σ(Wr xt + Ur ht−1 ),

(4.10)

zt = σ(Wz xt + Uz ht−1 ),

(4.11)

h̃t = φ(Wxt + U(rt

(4.12)

ht = zt

ht−1 )),

ht−1 + (1 − zt )

h̃t .

(4.13)

On selected tasks, it has been shown to perform comparable to the LSTM using the
same number of parameters [25, 60]. In our own investigations in Section 5, where
we adapt the GRU to the task of volumetric segmentation, we were able to show that
a network with the same number of channels per multi-dimensional RNN produces
similar results using either an LSTM or a GRU, but that using a GRU results in fewer
parameters and faster training compared to using an LSTM [7].

Chapter 5

Multi-Dimensional Gated Recurrent
Units
Introduction
We developed a general purpose supervised semantic segmentation method based on
recurrent neural networks. Our contribution was the generalization of the gated recurrent unit (GRU) [23], which has been introduced for one-dimensional time signals, to
data of an arbitrary number of dimensions. We proved its applicability on a volumetric brain segmentation benchmark, the MrBrains13 challenge [83], reaching 3rd place
out of 37 at the time of submission. We compared ourselves to a similar work adjusting
LSTM to multi-dimensional data and showed comparable performance in terms of Dice
coefficient while consuming less memory and computation time. In Appendix 5.A of
this chapter, we provide the formulation of MD-GRU and derive the backpropagation.
Publication We presented our approach at the 2nd workshop on Deep Learning in
Medical Image Analysis (DLMIA), which was held with MICCAI in 2016. The submission
was published in the book Deep Learning and Data Labeling for Medical Applications1 .

1

The publication is accessible at https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-46976-8_15
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Abstract. We present a supervised deep learning method to automatically segment 3D volumes of biomedical image data. The presented method
takes advantage of a neural network with the main layers consisting of
multi-dimensional gated recurrent units. We apply an on-the-ﬂy data augmentation technique which allows for accurate estimations without the
need for either a huge amount of training data or advanced data pre- or
postprocessing. We show that our method performs amongst the leading
techniques on a popular brain segmentation challenge dataset in terms
of speed, accuracy and memory eﬃciency. We describe in detail advantages over a similar method which uses the well-established long shortterm memory.
Keywords: Deep learning
Segmentation
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Introduction

With the rapid advancements of imaging technologies, their ubiquitous availability and dropping prices, vast amounts of data are collected. This is particularly
true for medical imaging. Accurate segmentation and delineation of e.g. pathologies in this medical data, however, pose real challenges as this is still mainly a
manual process. In late phase drug studies with thousands of patients, multiple
3d datasets with diﬀerent MR sequences are often collected per patient. If quantitative analysis of the immense amount of data is required, the time that has
to be spent on the data by trained experts is enormous. A successful automated
segmentation technique would decrease manual work to a minimum, cutting the
costs and time spent on developing new treatments.
Automatic segmentation of biomedical volumetric data is, however, a challenging problem due to its high dimensionality, imaging noise, artifacts and other
factors. Recent advances in the ﬁeld of deep learning, especially the enabling
eﬀect of modern GPUs along with the advent of general purpose GPU computing, led to a revival of convolutional neural networks [9]. These feed-forward
networks show great promise, but need a large number of layers to solve a diﬃcult task accurately. A recurrent neural network (RNN), in contrast, can become
arbitrarily deep due to its additional temporal dimension. Each timestep computed in an RNN corresponds roughly to one layer in a feed-forward network,
c Springer International Publishing AG 2016
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with the weights in one RNN being the same for each timestep. This property
allows deﬁning substantially more complexity very elegantly without the need
for a huge number of layers or parameters.
The multi-dimensional Long Short-Term Memory (MD-LSTM) proposed by
Stollenga et al. [13], called PyraMiD-LSTM, applied these insights to the Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [6]. It deﬁnes two LSTMs for each spatial dimension, using said spatial dimension as temporal dimension. The ﬁrst one processes
the data along that dimension, the second one in the opposite direction. In order
to make full use of the spatial information, not only the direct predecessor along
the temporal direction is taken into account, but also its local neighborhood.
This can be neatly expressed using convolutions.
A relatively new RNN called Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [2] grew popular in recent years and became a strong competitor for the LSTM. It can be
seen as a simpliﬁed version of the LSTM, which uses an update gate instead
of a forget and input gate and combines the hidden and cell state [11]. It has
been shown that it performs comparably to the LSTM in the task of sequence
modeling [3]. Another study suggests that GRU and LSTM report similar performance on selected tasks [5]. An empirical search among more than 10 000
RNN architectures showed that on the selected tasks, although not the best
performing RNN on every task, the GRU outperformed the standard LSTM
architecture [8]. A larger time dimension in an RNN can mean that larger time
dependencies can be represented. The lower memory requirement of the GRU
means that larger volumes can be fed into the network and larger networks can
be designed for the same volume size.
For all these reasons, a modiﬁcation of the GRU to be able to process volumetric data seems compelling. We propose the multi-dimensional GRU (MDGRU), which is capable of accurate segmentation of 3d data. We hint at the
theoretical memory savings compared to the MD-LSTM and show that the performance of MD-GRU is comparable if not superior. Furthermore, we show that
its convergence rate, computation time and combination of fewer gates favor
the MD-GRU. We apply our method on a popular brain segmentation challenge
dataset, achieving a score among the top 3 best performing methods.

2
2.1

Methods
Data

We used the publicly available MrBrainS [10] challenge dataset, which was one
of the datasets used to evaluate the PyraMiD-LSTM. The MrBrainS challenge
data consists of 5 labeled samples and 15 testing samples, where each sample
has a T1 weighted, T1 inversion recovery and a FLAIR scan. The additional
high-resolution T1 scan was not used, as the labeling was performed on the low
resolution data. The training data contained two diﬀerent label maps, one for
training and one for testing. The training map consists of classes for cortical gray
matter (GM), basal ganglia, white matter (WM), WM lesions, cerebrospinal ﬂuid
(CSF), ventricles, cerebellum, brainstem and background. The testing map only
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Fig. 1. Slice 19 of the 5th training sample. Top row (left to right): T1, T1 IR and
T2 FLAIR. Bottom row: respective highpass ﬁltered versions.

deﬁnes classes for GM, WM and CSF, the respective classes of the training map
are merged. Brainstem and cerebellum are not included in the evaluation and
do therefore not appear labeled in the testing map.
2.2

Convolutional Gated Recurrent Unit

The standard GRU as proposed in [2] is deﬁned as
rj = σ([Wr x]j + [Ur ht−1 ]j ),
j

j

(1)

j

z = σ([Wz x] + [Uz ht−1 ] ),
h̃jt
hjt

(2)

= φ([W x] + [U (r  ht−1 )] ),
j

= zj 

hjt−1

+ (1 − z j ) 

j

(3)

h̃jt ,

(4)

where x is the input data, rj is the reset gate, z j is the update gate of the
hidden unit j and the activation is performed in hj . The operator  represents
an elementwise multiplication. The functions σ(·) and φ(·) stand for the logistic
function and the hyperbolic tangent. W and U are the weight matrices for the
current input and last step’s output data respectively. Along the lines of Stollenga
et al. [13], we adapt these equations to be able to process 3D volumes and
introduce our convolutional GRU (C-GRU):
 I

J


j
(xi ∗ wri,j ) +
(hkt−1 ∗ uk,j
(5)
rj = σ
r ) + br ,
i

j

z =σ

 I

i

k

(x ∗
i

wzi,j )

+

J

k


(hkt−1

∗

uk,j
z )

+

bjz

,

(6)
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(hkt−1

∗u

k,j

)+b

j

,

(7)

k

hjt = z j  hjt−1 + (1 − z j )  h̃jt ,

(8)

where ∗ represents a convolution. Compared to the vanilla GRU, we introduced
slight changes. We decided to use a bias b on each gate. We factored rj out of the
convolution operation between u and ht−1 . This change was motivated by the
fact that an additional convolution would require r to have twice the support
it needs now because of the chained convolution. Moreover, we reorder the data
for each C-RNN such that the two spatial dimensions are closest to memory,
and the temporal dimension is ordered according to the temporal direction,
as explained in the next paragraph. We motivated that decision with faster
possible processing speeds on the GPU, since all convolutions now require data
that lies close in memory. The computations of one C-GRU are visualized as a
computational graph in Fig. 2a.
The MD-GRU consists of two times D C-GRUs, where D is the dimensionality of the image data and we need one C-GRU for each of the two directions. We
set the input data of channel i as xi ∈ RS1 ×···×SD . For each spatial dimension d,
we create the copies xi,d,−1 , xi,d,+1 ∈ RSd ×S1 ×···×SD of x and apply the following
data transformations:
xi,d,+1 (sd , s1 , . . . , sD ) = xi (s1 , . . . , sd , . . . , sD ),

(9)

(Sd − sd , s1 , . . . , sD ) = x (s1 , . . . , sd , . . . , sD ),

(10)

i,d,−1

x

i

where sd is the index of the assigned dimension of the C-GRU and Sd is the size of
dimension d. The inverse operation is applied to hj,d,+1 , hj,d,−1 ∈ RSd ×S1 ×···×SD
to gather the ﬁnal output hj :
hj (s1 , . . . , sD ) =

D




hj,d,+1 (sd , s1 , . . . , sD ) + hj,d,−1 (Sd − sd , s1 , . . . , sD ) .

d=1

(11)
Figure 2b details this process for the MD-GRU. We apply the same technique
for our implementation of the MD-LSTM.
2.3

Experiments

Network. We model our network similar to [13]. We include three
multi-dimensional RNN (MD-RNN) layers of 16, 32 and 64 channels which are
connected with pixelwise fully connected hidden layers of 25 and 45 channels
respectively, each followed by a hyperbolic tangent activation function. The last
MD-RNN is attached to a pixelwise fully connected layer with c channels, the
same number as classes in the data. We estimate the probabilities for each class
using a softmax in the last layer and consequently choose the multinomial logistic loss for the training of our network. Figure 2c shows our network setup for
the case of MD-GRU.
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Fig. 2. (a) Directed graph denoting the computations in one C-GRU. The variables
xd,o , hd,o with o ∈ {−1, +1} represent the input and output data across all I and
J channels respectively. The  operator denotes here the sum per channel j over the
convolutions with each channel i or k, as used in Eqs. (5)–(7). (b) Proposed arrangement
of 6 C-GRUs in a MD-GRU for three-dimensional data. (c) Setup of our network.

Setting. All experiments were calculated on an NVIDIA GTX Titan X GPU
with 12 GB global memory. Our implementation of MD-LSTM and MD-GRU
relied on the fast convolution routines provided by NVIDIA’s cuDNN [1]. For
other layers, the already available implementations of the CAFFE1 framework [7]
were used.
Preprocessing. For all volumes, unsharp masking was done using a Gaussian
smoothed image (σ = 5 voxels) which was then subtracted from the original
images to produce highpass ﬁltered volumes. The original images and the highpass ﬁltered images were normalized to σ = 1 and μ = 0, assuming normally
distributed values. In this way we followed a procedure similar to [13], but omitted the histogram equalization. Figure 1 shows the original and preprocessed
data for training sample 5 at slice 19.
Data Augmentation. In the training stage, at each iteration, a random location in the training data was selected and a deformation ﬁeld was generated and
applied to the subvolumes, which were then fed into the network. We used a
procedure similar to [12], but made the grid size dependent on the data. We did
not use random deformations in the feasibility study mentioned in Sect. 3.1. For
the testing phase, no deformations were applied.

1
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Training. In three training steps we iteratively increase the subvolume size from
64 × 64 × 8 voxels to 128 × 128 × 12 and ﬁnally to 200 × 200 × 15, keeping the
third dimension smaller to account for the anisotropic MR volume resolution.
We relied on AdaDelta [15] to omit the manual tuning of a learning rate. For the
challenge, we additionally used DropConnect [14] of 0.5 on the input connections
of each C-GRU to prevent overﬁtting. Training took around two days.
Testing. In the testing phase, we divided the volume into a grid of equally sized
subvolumes of 120×120×8, which were padded by 50, 50 and 4 voxels respectively
on all sides of the volume. The padding was later used to stitch the results
together using a Gaussian (μ = 0, σ = (10, 10, 0.8)) to produce interpolation
weights, since the borders contain starting artifacts from the individual RNNs
and do not contain adequate results. Since we trained for nine classes, but only
four classes were needed for the ﬁnal evaluation, we simply combined the binary
labels for the CSF with the ventricles, the cortical GM with the basal ganglia
and the WM with the WM lesions. Everything else was considered background.
Testing one volume of the MRBrainS data required 32 iterations, which needed
around two minutes.

3
3.1

Results
Feasibility Study

To point out diﬀerences between the MD-GRU and the MD-LSTM, we ran the
same setup with the multi-dimensional RNN layers either being an MD-GRU or
an MD-LSTM. We used the ﬁrst four volumes in the training set of the MrBrainS
challenge and trained both networks for 3 000 iterations on the largest possible
resolution which was feasible for both (limited to 192 × 192 × 14 by our MDLSTM implementation). On average, one training iteration for MD-GRU and
MD-LSTM took 9.1 and 12.8 s, respectively. The Dice coeﬃcients for CSF, GM,
WM and ICV between the computed segmentation of the 5th training volume
and the provided reference segmentation are shown in Table 1 for both the MDGRU and MD-LSTM. Slice 19 of the computed segmentations and the reference
segmentation are displayed in Fig. 3 together with a plot of a running average of
100 iterations of the loss function for each iteration of the training procedure.
Table 1. Feasibility study. Dice coeﬃcients in percent for gray and white matter
(GM/WM), cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) and intracranial volume (ICV).
GM

WM

MD-LSTM 88.09 90.08
MD-GRU

87.88

CSF

ICV

82.62

97.56

90.15 83.19 97.73
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Fig. 3. Feasibility study. Top row: slice 19 of the 5th training volume used for the
evaluation. The images from left to right represent the results of the MD-LSTM, the
MD-GRU and the manual labeling. Bottom row: convergence rates for the feasibility
study of both MD-GRU and MD-LSTM.

3.2

MD-GRU on MRBrainS

In our attempt to beat the highscore of the MRBrainS challenge, we used our
described data augmentation method. Each subvolume was deformed randomly
throughout all three training phases. We used all provided low resolution volumes and their highpass ﬁltered versions. Table 2 lists our performance according
to the Dice coeﬃcients, 95th-percentile of the Hausdorﬀ distance and average
volume diﬀerence of the GM, WM, CSF and ICV. Nine measures were relevant
Table 2. MrBrainS challenge. Results of the six best performing methods for GM,
WM, CSF and ICV of all three used metrics (Dice, 95th-percentile of the Hausdorﬀ
distance (HD) and average volume diﬀerence (AVD)). A bold number means best out
of these six. The results reﬂect the state on August 12, 2016.
Team name

Rank GM
Dice

WM
HD

AVD Dice

CSF
HD

AVD Dice

ICV
HD

AVD Dice

HD

AVD

84.25 2.19

7.69

98.10

2.75

1.54

3.16

1.83

CU DL2

1

86.15 1.45 6.60

89.46 1.94 6.05

CU DL

2

86.12

1.47

6.42

89.39

1.94 5.84

83.96

2.28

7.44

97.99

MD-GRU
[proposed]

3

85.40

1.55

6.09

88.98

2.02

7.69

84.13

2.17

7.44

98.15 2.37 0.86

PyraMiDLSTM2

4

84.89

1.67

6.35

88.53

2.07

5.93

83.05

2.30

7.17

98.04

2.86

0.69

FBI/LMB
Freiburg [4]

5

85.44

1.58

6.60

88.86

1.95

6.47

83.47

2.22

8.63

97.98

2.51

1.06

IDSIA [13]

6

84.82

1.70

6.77

88.33

2.08

7.05

83.72

2.14 7.09

98.15 2.44

0.95
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Fig. 4. MrBrainS challenge. Rows (top to bottom): 5th, 10th and 15th test sample.
Columns (left to right): slice 19 of our segmentation results, T1, T1 IR and T2 FLAIR.

for the ﬁnal evaluation: Dice, modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance and average volume
distance in each of the categories GM, WM and CSF. The sum of the ranks in
these nine categories is used as the performance score and determines the ﬁnal
rank. Figure 4 shows the computed segmentation at slice 19 of samples 5, 10 and
15 of the test data.

4

Discussion

The feasibility study has shown that MD-GRU has great potential for the segmentation of volumetric images, since it achieved comparable results to the MDLSTM in less time with the same settings.
Using deformation as a data augmentation strategy and DropConnect for
regularization in the challenge, we ranked 3rd out of 37. Unfortunately, none of
the results in the top ﬁve of the challenge highscore are published so far. The 4th
and 6th entries are both incarnations of the already discussed MD-LSTM, where
only the latter was described in [13] and the former likely contains unpublished
improvements to their method. In contrast to [13], we did not omit the original
T1 IR images. Yet some obvious misclassiﬁcations could be traced back to strong
bias ﬁeld artifacts in the T1 IR images. Given the small training size, using the
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T1 IR images leads to apparent ﬁtting to the bias ﬁeld. Furthermore, we were
not able to replicate the training volume size of Stollenga et al. [13] due to a
higher memory requirement of our implementation, since we decided to copy the
input and output data for each RNN layer, as detailed in Sect. 2.2. This has
to be kept in mind when comparing the two approaches. Relationships between
areas that are located at a certain distance in the data could therefore not be
modeled in our network, where [13] was able to use the full spatial context in
two dimensions as well as a larger third dimension. In their last training step
more than half of the data was covered while we could only ﬁt a bit more than
a ﬁfth in our memory.
The contribution on rank ﬁve was computed using the 3D U-Net [4]. It
consists of a hierarchical convolutional neural network with shortcut connections, which is trained using various on-the-ﬂy data augmentation techniques,
including the deformation strategy used in this paper. The challenge results and
corresponding adaptations of the algorithm to ﬁt the challenge data are, however, not yet published. We believe that data augmentation is key for successful
applications to problems with such a small training size.
Conclusion. With the MD-GRU, we combined the enormous expressive power
of RNNs with a highly beneﬁcial data augmentation strategy, resulting in a
powerful supervised automatic segmentation technique. With a memory-savvy
implementation that omits the initial reordering of the data, results surpassing
the state of the art should be possible with MD-GRU.
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5.A

CHAPTER 5. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL GATED RECURRENT UNITS

Derivation of the Forward and Backpropagation

In the following we define the internal forward and backpropagation calculation of the
gates, state and output of MD-GRU, which did not fit in the original paper.

MD-GRU forward equations
We define the set D, which consists of all possible combinations of tuples d = (a, b),
where a ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1} represents the dimension of the n-d volume and b ∈ {+, −}
the direction. The current position in time along the specified dimension and direction
is denoted by t for each C-GRU, and j denotes one channel in the feature vector. The
learnable parameters wjd,{z,r,·} , ujd,{z,r,·} and bjd,{z,r,·} are the weights for x, h and the bias
for the update gate z, the reset gate r and the hidden state h̃ of channel j in C-GRU d,
respectively. The output of the MD-GRU is denoted by H. σ is the sigmoid function
and φ denotes the hyperbolic tangent. and ∗ denote the elementwise multiplication
and the convolution, respectively.

zd,t = σ 

I
X

J
X
j
(xid,t ∗ wi,j
)
+
(hkd,t−1 ∗ uk,j
d,z
d,z ) + bd,z

i


rd,t = σ 

I
X

(xid,t ∗ wi,j
d,r ) +

,

k

j

J
X

!
,

i



h̃d,t

!

k

I
X
j
= φ
(xid,t ∗ wi,j
d )+r
i

hd,t = zd,t hd,t−1 + (1 − zd,t )
X
H=
hd .

j
(hkd,t−1 ∗ uk,j
d,r ) + bd,r

j
J
X

!
j
,
(hkd,t−1 ∗ uk,j
d ) + bd

k

j

h̃d,t ,

d∈D

MD-GRU backward equations
Derivation of the Gradients of the Gates, Input and Output
∂L
We assume that the gradient ∂H
of some loss function L with respect to H is given. In
the following, we omit and assume always elementwise multiplication. We first keep
in mind that the derivative of a convolution from I to J channels between some data a
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and filters f with respect to a can be expressed as follows:

b=

I
X
i

!
ai ∗ f

,
j





J
J
X
X
∂Ł
∂Ł ∂b 
∂Ł
∂Ł
=
=
∗ flip(f) = 
? f ,
∂a
∂b ∂a
∂bj
∂bj
j

i

j

i

where flip(·) denotes reversing the direction of each dimension of the filter and ? denotes cross-correlation2 . We then derive the gradients of the gates:


∂Ł
∂L ∂hd,t
∂L
=
=
hd,t−1 − h̃d,t ,
∂zd,t
∂hd,t ∂zd,t
∂hd,t
∂L ∂hd,t
∂L
∂Ł
(1 − zd,t ),
=
=
∂h
∂h
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d,t ∂h̃d,t
d,t
!
J
X
∂Ł
∂Ł ∂h̃d,t
∂Ł
=
=
(1 − h̃2 )
(hkd,t−1 ∗ uk,j
.
d )
∂rd,t
∂h̃d,t ∂rd,t
∂h̃d,t
k
j

We can now use above derivatives to describe the gradients of the input:
!
J
J
X
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∂L
=
+
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∂Ł
k
k
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=
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k
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X
2
∂Ł
+
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d
∂
h̃
d,t
k
!





∂Ł 
k
k
k,i
1 − rd,t rd,t ∗ flip wd,r
+
,
∂rd,t
i

2
Usually, deep learning frameworks perform the forward pass using cross-correlation, which then results in a convolution during backpropagation. In practice, this only results in flipped filter representations
for real input data, as the filters are learned from scratch in both cases anyway.
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and the gradients of the output of the previous timestep:
∂L ∂hd,t
∂L ∂H
∂L
=
+
∂hd,t−1 ∂hd,t ∂hd,t−1 ∂H ∂hd,t−1
∂L ∂hd,t ∂zd,t
∂L ∂hd,t ∂h̃d,t
=
+
∂hd,t ∂zd,t ∂hd,t−1 ∂hd,t ∂h̃d,t ∂hd,t−1
∂L
∂L
+
zd,t +
·1
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∂Ht,d
!
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X
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∂Ł k
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k
∗ flip ud
+
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r
∂h̃d,t d,t
j
∂L
∂L
+
zd,t +
.
∂hd,t
∂Ht,d
The above derivations of the gates and outputs can then be used alternatingly to perform the full backpropagation back to time t = 0.
Derivation of the Gradients of the Weights
With the individual partial derivatives of L with respect to the three gates at each timepoint t, we can derive gradients for each used parameter. Since we share weights across
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CHAPTER 5. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL GATED RECURRENT UNITS

Chapter 6

Supervised Lesion Segmentation
using MD-GRU
Introduction
We adapted our initial formulation of MD-GRU using techniques from the deep learning community and evaluated modifications to our formulation with the ultimate goal
to segment MS lesions in the brain. We assessed the different modifications on the
training data of the LMSLS challenge [22] from 2015, an open benchmark for lesion
segmentation methods. Using the best-performing subset of modifications to our algorithm, we were able to achieve first place on the challenge and held that position
for over a year, despite 10 newer entries appearing in the top 25 in that time. Derivations of this method were also applied to the WMHs challenge and the BraTS challenge
held with MICCAI 2017. We were able to reach second place in the WMHs challenge,
whereas the final rank on BraTS is still not published.
Publication We presented our approach at the 3rd workshop on Brain-Lesion: Glioma,
Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries (Brainles) which was held at MICCAI in 2017. The paper was published in the book Brainlesion: Glioma, Multiple Sclerosis,
Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries1 .

1

The publication is accessible at https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-75238-9_3
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Abstract. We analyze the performance of multi-dimensional gated
recurrent units on automated lesion segmentation in multiple sclerosis.
The segmentation of these pathologic structures is not trivial, since location, shape and size can be arbitrary. Furthermore, the inherent class
imbalance of about 1 lesion voxel to 10 000 healthy voxels further exacerbates the correct segmentation. We introduce a new MD-GRU setup,
using established techniques from the deep learning community as well
as our own adaptations. We evaluate these modiﬁcations by comparing
them to a standard MD-GRU network. We demonstrate that using data
augmentation, selective sampling, residual learning and/or DropConnect
on the RNN state can produce better segmentation results. Reaching
rank #1 in the ISBI 2015 longitudinal multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation challenge, we show that a setup which combines these techniques
can outperform the state of the art in automated lesion segmentation.

Keywords: MD-GRU

1

· MDGRU · Automatic MS lesion segmentation

Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a frequent disease of the central nervous system,
which prevalently occurs in young adults, especially in women. The evaluation of
lesions in the brain is part of the clinical diagnostic procedure and is important
when evaluating medical trials for new treatments. The manual segmentation of
lesions, especially on high-resolution 3d scans, is very time consuming as well as
prone to errors due to inter- and intra-rater variability [5]. Recently, recurrent
neural networks (RNN) have shown the capability to match the state of the art
in brain segmentation. In the brain segmentation benchmark used in [1,10], three
of the top six methods are based on RNN. Not only their performance, but also
the elegant way of describing data with tied weights do speak for them, since
fewer parameters have to be used for the model. We take a closer look at the
multi-dimensional gated recurrent unit (MD-GRU) [1] due to its high ranking
on the MRBrains challenge. Lesions, as any pathology, are hard to model. We
hence treat lesion segmentation independently from anatomy segmentation and
c Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018

A. Crimi et al. (Eds.): BrainLes 2017, LNCS 10670, pp. 31–42, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-75238-9_3
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consider to reevaluate some ﬁndings in [1,10] in the context of lesion segmentation. In the following, we explore diﬀerent extensions to the MD-GRU with
the focus on improvements on lesion segmentation. We investigate some design
choices made in the original publication of the MD-GRU [1] and apply emerging
deep learning techniques which proved to be eﬀective. We investigate our adaptations on the training data of a publicly available challenge dataset. We then
use the best performing combination of our modiﬁcations and apply it on the
full dataset. Our implementation can be found at https://github.com/zubata88/
mdgru.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods
Longitudinal MS Lesion Segmentation Challenge (ISBI 2015)

The longitudinal MS lesion segmentation challenge [2] was held in conjunction
with ISBI 2015, but the data and challenge is still available online for further
use. The data consists of 5 training patients and 15 test patients, with 4 to 6
screenings each, consisting of an MPRAGE, a T2, a PD and a FLAIR sequence.
In all of our experiments, we only incorporate the provided preprocessed MR
data and their high-pass ﬁltered counterparts (see Sect. 2.3), as shown in Fig. 1.
The remaining screenings for the ﬁrst patient in the training data are shown in
Fig. 2. For the training data, each screening of each patient holds two segmentation masks. Segmentation masks for the test data are not available, but binary
predictions can be evaluated automatically on the challenge website.

Fig. 1. Slice 90 of the baseline scan of the ﬁrst training sample. Top row (left to right):
FLAIR, MPRAGE, PD, T2 scan and label mask of rater 1. Bottom row: respective
high-pass ﬁltered versions and label mask of rater 2.
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Original MD-GRU Setup

In the following, we deﬁne the peculiarities of MD-GRU [1] that are relevant for
the evaluation of our modiﬁcations to the model. Equation (1) denotes channel j
of output H, which consists of the sum of all outputs of the N ·D individual convolutional gated recurrent units (C-GRUs) it is made of. Each C-GRU computes
the data along either the forward or backward direction n of dimension d:
D




H j (x) =

hj,n,d .

(1)

n∈{1,−1} d

The following are the original C-GRU equations [1]. Index t denotes the timestep
and iterates over the slices along d in direction n. Since the computations of each
C-GRU are independent, we omit the indices for n, d for better readability in
the following:
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hjt = z j  hjt−1 + (1 − z j )  h̃jt .

(5)

The indices i and j, k denote the respective input and output channels. Variables
u, w and b are trainable weights. We refer to Eqs. (2) and (3) as reset and update
gate, Eq. (4) as proposal and Eq. (5) as output or state.
To analyze the inﬂuence of diﬀerent adjustments, we will use a standard
network, similar to the one published in [1]. It consists of 3 layers of MD-GRUs
of 16, 32 and 64 channels, which are connected with voxelwise fully connected
layers with biases consisting of 25 and 45 channels followed by a tanh activation
function. The last MD-GRU is connected to a voxelwise fully connected layer of
c channels, one for each class. Finally, a softmax layer is applied and the network
is trained minimizing the negative log likelihood. Equation (6) summarizes the
setup, where superscript numbers denote the number of channels at each layer
and subscripts enumerate the independent layers of the same type:
c

64

45

32

25

16

h = softMax(conv111(H3 (tanh(conv111(H2 (tanh(conv111(H1 (x))))))))). (6)
3

2.3

2

1

Evaluated Design Choices

The MD-GRU showed promising results with a relatively simple architecture. In
the following we motivate and evaluate modiﬁcations to the original architecture.
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Fig. 2. Slice 90 of each followup scan of ﬁrst training sample. From left to right: FLAIR,
MPRAGE, PD, T2 scan and combined rater mask.

High-Pass Filtering. A high-pass ﬁlter was applied to the images by subtracting a Gaussian ﬁltered version of the image volumes from the original volumes.
Especially in situations with almost piecewise constant functions, such as MR
images of the brain, this preprocessing step can help “announcing” a change of
tissue before it actually happens, as can be seen for instance around the masked
brains in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3, we inspect the voxel values along one anteroposterior
line through the volume. In our experiments, we investigate, how much high-pass
ﬁltered data can help detract the inﬂuence of low frequency intensity changes in
the data.

Fig. 3. Impact of high-pass ﬁltering on the fourth screening of the sixth training sample.
Left: Slice 110 of original and high-pass ﬁltered FLAIR scan. Right: Plot of marked red
and blue lines on the left for both images after normalization. (Color ﬁgure online)
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Reset Gate Location. Compared to the original formulation of the GRU [3],
the C-GRU applies the reset gate at a slightly diﬀerent position, as depicted in
Fig. 4a. In the GRU, the reset gate r is directly multiplied to the previous output
ht−1 :
h̃jt = φ([W x]j + [U (r  ht−1 )]j )

(7)

In the C-GRU however, it is multiplied to the result of the convolution of the
previous output ht−1 with u, as shown in Eq. (4).
The provided motive for this decision is, that r is the result of convolutions
and already contains information of its neighbors. This eﬀectively means that
the reset gate of channel j only directly aﬀects the proposal of channel j instead
of all proposals. We evaluate this decision by comparing to a modiﬁed C-GRU,
which more closely follows the original formulation:
 I

J


ˆj
i
i,j
k,j
k
k,j
j
(x ∗ w ) +
((r  ht−1 ) ∗ u ) + b .
(8)
h̃t = φ
i

k

Fig. 4. Schematic and computational graph of a C-GRU with one-dimensional ﬁlters.
The proposed changes are marked with dashed red lines: (a) the order of the reset gate
application, (b) DropConnect at state and input weights and (c) batch normalization
at input, gate states and proposal activation states. (Color ﬁgure online)

Contribution Weights for Individual C-GRU Outputs. In the original
MD-GRU formulation, the individual C-GRU outputs are simply summed to
gather the result H. As already implemented in the ﬁrst bidirectional RNN [9],
the states for each direction could be weighted independently, resulting in a
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Fig. 5. Composition of an MD-GRU. The proposed changes are marked with dashed red
lines: (a) leaving out the sum of the individual directional states or (b) adding residual
learning at the MD-GRU level. (Color ﬁgure online)

more complex model. We investigate the potential beneﬁt of concatenating the
C-GRU outputs, thereby in our case of 3d volumes increasing the number of
output channels sixfold. Figure 5a shows this on the example of MD-GRUs that
handle volumetric data.
DropConnect. Instead of dropout, a similar method called DropConnect (DC)
[11] is used at a constant rate of 0.5, which drops weights instead of outputs. In
the original formulation [1], we decided to implement DC on the input weights
in MD-GRU and to use a ﬁxed drop rate of 0.5. Dropout has been reported to
not work well on MD-LSTM [10] and applying it on the state in RNN has been
advised against [12]. We analyze the eﬀect of applying DC on input, state or
both using diﬀerent drop rates (Fig. 4b).
2.4

Techniques to Improve Accuracy and Shorten Training Time

Batch/Instance Normalization. The ﬁrst technique we investigate is batch
normalization (BN) [7]. BN allows for higher learning rates and faster convergence, thereby drastically reducing the training time. By normalizing the input
to activations, the so-called covariate shift is reduced. This enables a layer further down the network to learn more independently from the layers before it.
We build on the results on BN in one-dimensional RNN in [4] and deﬁne BN as
x − μ̂
+ β,
BN (x, γ) = γ √
σ̂ + 

(9)

where we set β to 0 at any place, due to the biases that are already in place [4].
Due to our inherent mini-batch of one (we can only process one subvolume at a
time per training iteration), we calculate the statistics for mean μ̂ and standard
deviation σ̂ on the whole data per channel. Since the data in the subvolumes
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is heavily correlated, we calculate our training statistics for each
training iterak
1
(q)
tion k from the m most recent training samples with μ̂(k) = m
q=k−m+1 μ

k
1
(q)
and σ̂ (k) = m
. We keep a separate exponential moving average
q=k−m+1 σ
for both mean and standard deviation over all training samples to be used for
testing. We apply the following BN:
I
J
j
(xi ∗ wri,j ), γx ) + BNh (
(hkt−1 ∗ uk,j
(10)
rj = σ(BNx (
r ), γh ) + br ),
i
k
I
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z j = σ(BNx (
(xi ∗ wzi,j ), γx ) + BNh (
(hkt−1 ∗ uk,j
(11)
z ), γh ) + bz ),
i
k


I
J
h̃jt = φ(BNx (
(xi ∗ wi,j ), γx ) + BNa (rj 
(hkt−1 ∗ uk,j ), γa ) + bj ), (12)
i

k

where we keep individual statistics for the input convolutions, the gate state convolutions and the state convolution of the proposal. Figure 4c shows the diﬀerent
locations we apply BN at.
Residual Learning. Using skip connections allowed ResNet [6] to ascend on
top of a number of ILSVRC & COCO 2015 competitions, as it reportedly allows
for deeper networks and faster convergence. We introduce skip connections linking input and output of each MD-GRU (Fig. 5b), allowing the network to choose
between learning a residual or ignoring the previous input. We evaluate the
following adjustment in between individual MD-GRU layers:
c

c

Hres (x) = conv111(x) + H(x),

(13)

where c denotes the number of output channels of H and the additional convolution increases the input channels to c. We refrain from applying additional

Fig. 6. Examples of random deformations performed on 483 subvolumes. Rows: transverse, coronal and sagittal planes of the original (left) and deformed (right) sample.
Columns: individual random samples.
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residual learning inside the MD-GRU, as it has been shown that residual networks with shared weights can be reformulated as plain RNN [8].
Data Augmentation. Data augmentation can have beneﬁcial eﬀects on networks which are trained with little data [1]. On a low resolution grid of spacing
f voxels, we draw three values from a normal distribution N (0, 5). Using cubic
interpolation, we create a smooth deformation ﬁeld, which we apply on the voxelwise sampling of the subvolumes used for training (Fig. 6).

3

Experiments and Results

We train each model for 3000 iterations, which will not produce competitive
results, but should give an indicator of how much an adjustment aﬀects the
method. We only included the ﬁrst 4 baseline scans during training and evaluate
all combinations on the baseline scan of the 5th training patient. Using only 4
samples, we remove any redundancy in the data and decrease the search space,
allowing for faster convergence. For all experiments, we train on 483 random
samples and create a full volume during the test phase by stitching patches of
323 with a padding of 8 together .
Data Sampling Techniques and MD-GRU Design Evaluation. We considered the following diﬀerent data sampling techniques. To quantify the impact
of the high-pass ﬁltered data, we trained networks with only the original data,
only the high-pass ﬁltered data and both. We further analyzed the impact of data
augmentation through random deformation, varying the size f of the deformations. We evaluate the impact of forcing every second random training sample to
contain lesions (selective sampling). We also evaluate potentially not summing
the individual C-GRU results and the misplacement of the reset gate as deﬁned
in Eq. (12). The respective results are listed in Table 1A.
Table 1. Summary of the diﬀerent combinations which were trained on the ﬁrst four
and evaluated on the ﬁfth training sample of the ISBI challenge data. Dice coeﬃcients
are provided in percent and bold face denotes results that were better than those of
the baseline architecture (A, top row). The two provided masks we compare ourselves
to are denoted as M1 and M2.
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the crossvalidation with the Dice coeﬃcient
in percent, the Hausdorﬀ distance (HD) as well as the average volume distance (AVD)
with best scores and lowest standard deviations in bold face.
Dice
M1

HD
M2

M1

AVD
M2

M1

M2

Baseline [1]

20.03 ± 14.13 19.86 ± 13.17 39.82 ± 7.62 39.15 ± 6.69 7.34 ± 7.89

DC(h)

33.47 ± 8.57

35.84 ± 5.87 36.64 ± 4.40 5.78 ± 6.16

5.64 ± 5.58

Residual
learning

35.95 ± 13.78 35.10 ± 10.19 40.61 ± 9.45 36.29 ± 6.65 7.27 ± 6.90

6.61 ± 5.48

Selective
sampling

44.10 ± 4.55

41.32 ± 3.15 40.31 ± 4.57 5.07 ± 5.42

4.87 ± 4.75

Def (f = 48) 38.29 ± 21.51 34.70 ± 19.82 37.27 ± 8.89 38.57 ± 8.09 2.91 ± 3.35

2.64 ± 2.43

All of the
above

32.93 ± 8.82

40.54 ± 4.64

6.79 ± 6.52

62.85 ± 15.31 55.24 ± 13.66 32.60 ± 8.58 29.82 ± 4.72 1.83 ± 1.22 2.18 ± 1.73

DropConnect, Batch Normalization and Residual Learning. Since both
DC and BN act as regularization, we evaluated them both jointly and individually. In Table 1B, we list Dice coeﬃcients obtained using diﬀerent DC settings
on input x and/or state h with the designated drop rate. At the bottom, we
list the result obtained by applying residual learning (RL) in between MD-GRU
layers. In Table 1C, the Dice coeﬃcients resulting from diﬀerent BNs both with
and without simultaneous DC with a drop rate of 0.5 on the input are shown.
Putting it All Together. In a last experiment, we performed leave-one-out
crossvalidation with the modiﬁcations which performed better than the standard
network (Table 1) and the sum of those modiﬁcations. Using the Dice as performance measure, the selected techniques were random deformation with a grid
spacing of 48, selective sampling, residual learning and DC on the state instead
of the input. The crossvalidation results can be found in Table 2.
3.1

Improved Network

So far, we restricted ourselves to a subset of the data and only 3 000 training
iterations. For the ﬁnal evaluation on the challenge website, we considered the
complete training data, instead of just using the ﬁrst scan of each patient. We
decided to use a combination of data augmentation through random deformation
(f = 75) and subvolumes of 803 together with DC on the state h, residual learning
and selective sampling. We merged rater masks by creating 4 classes, one for each
label combination during training and assumed a lesion voxel during inference,
when its probability for background was below 0.5. We trained the network
for 10 000 iterations and managed to achieve ﬁrst place in the ISBI challenge.
Figure 7 shows slice 80 of the best and worst segmentation, judging from the
challenge score computed on both raters. The ﬁrst ﬁve entries of the challenge are
listed in Table 3 with the mean of each metric that contributes to the challenge
score. The ﬁfth entry was created using the MD-GRU as described in its original
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publication [1] and 40 000 training iterations. Unfortunately, none of the other
competing entries have been published yet, which makes a comparison of the
methods impossible.
Table 3. The ﬁve best scoring methods of the longitudinal MS lesion segmentation
challenge with challenge score, volume correlation (VC), Dice coeﬃcient, positive predictive value (PPV), lesion false positive rate (LFPR), lesion true positive rate (LTPR).
Dice, PPV, LFPR and LTPR are denoted in percent and best values out of ﬁve are
printed in bold. In brackets we denote the relative weight of each metric on the ﬁnal
score.
Score

VC (1/4) Dice (1/8) PPV (1/8) LFPR (1/4) LTPR (1/4)

asmsl (proposed) 92.076 0.862

62.98

84.46

20.13

48.71

nic vicorob test

64.29

79.25

15.46

38.72

91.440

0.840

VIC TF FULL

91.331

0.866

63.05

78.67

15.29

36.40

MIPLAB v3

91.267

0.823

62.74

79.97

23.17

45.40

miac results [1]

91.011

0.867

66.78

74.05

40.73

58.29

Fig. 7. Main challenge results. Columns, left to right: FLAIR, MPRAGE, PD and T2
scan together with the computed segmentation at Slice 80. Rows: best (top) and worst
(bottom) segmentation (baseline scan of patient 4 and 7 respectively), with respect to
the challenge score computed on both raters’ segmentations.

4

Discussion

We encountered expected as well as odd behavior in our exploratory study.
Contrary to what has been advised for in the literature [12], dropping information
from the state weights results in better regularization, as the Dice coeﬃcients
in Table 1B indicate. This behavior could be due to the fact that we only ignore
part of the previous state per iteration and channel. Interestingly though, a
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combination of DC on both input and state produces worse results, even with
a reduced drop rate. As dropout tends to prolong training, further experiments
with longer training times might shed light on this eﬀect. Another surprising
result is the inability of BN to surpass baseline Dice scores in our preliminary
tests in Table 1, in all variations we tested. Due to the correlation in our minibatch of one and the varying weights in the case of the running average, the
assumption does not hold that the statistics of our mini-batch are similar to the
global statistics. Residual learning between MD-GRU layers seems to contribute
to the overall improvement. Surprisingly, neither concatenating the C-GRU nor
placing the reset gate as in the original GRU did result in an improved Dice.
The high pass ﬁltering as preprocessing step proved to be fruitful, especially
in the setting where we only trained for 3000 iterations, where leaving it out
resulted in no segmentation at all. Using only original data, a visible tendency
towards lesions could be found, but with probabilities well below 0.5. The main
reason why this step is so important can be seen in Fig. 3, where values of the
ﬁltered image lie mostly around zero and in the original scan around two. All
the weights of our network are initialized to handle data from a standard normal
distribution. Inside the brain, ﬁltering the original image would result in sums
far away from zero. Using a hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid function on such a
result will return a value close to 1 and hence a very ﬂat gradient, which will
not be able to help adjust the weights to correct for this in a fast manner.
Selective sampling and random deformation succeeded to be the most important improvements, which is easily explainable with the huge class imbalance
present in our data and the low amount of training data. As the crossvalidation shows, all of the selected techniques resulted in overall better scores except
for the HD in selective sampling, which is likely due to a higher probability of
producing outliers when oversampling the lesion class.
By achieving rank 1 in the actual challenge, we show that our proposed
method is at the state of the art. Unfortunately, none of the listed results in
Table 3 have been published yet, as already mentioned. The highest Dice score
in the top 5 was achieved using exactly the same MD-GRU network as in its
original publication [1] and training it for 40 000 iterations. Since we only trained
our network for 10 000 iterations and showed superior performance over the original setup in our evaluation, we believe that an even higher score is possible by
training for a longer time.
MD-GRUs allow for any number of dimensions in the data, hence it would
also be possible to use the actual 4d data from the challenge, with the new
dimension being the screening number. Using 4d data could pose a number of
problems though, for instance the reduced spatial resolution that can be fed to
the network per training iteration due to the memory constraints and the low
number of screenings that are available. Further research might be necessary
to determine, if a suitable trade-oﬀ between spatial resolution and temporal
information exists.
In conclusion, the following four modiﬁcations can drastically improve the
accuracy of lesion segmentation in terms of Dice, HD and AVD with the
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MD-GRU: Selective sampling speeds up training drastically, since most of the
data can be labeled safely as background. DC on the state does a better job
in regularization than on the input. Random deformation prevents the model
from overﬁtting. Finally, residual learning in between MD-GRUs might shorten
training time by simplifying the estimation task.
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CHAPTER 6. SUPERVISED LESION SEGMENTATION USING MD-GRU

Chapter 7

Automatic Landmark Localization
Introduction
In a collaboration with Simon Pezold, we aimed at automating the localization of the
medullopontine sulcus. The landmark is used in a spinal cord segmentation work-flow,
and was selected manually so far. We adapted the MD-GRU setup, such that also a reduction of spatial resolution was possible and could hence formulate a network which
directly estimates a location. Instead of regressing a coordinate, we rely on classification, and propose two measures to overcome limitations of this discrete binning. The
work was divided such that the development of the network and handling of experiments was performed by Simon Andermatt and the data loading routine and literature
review were written by Simon Pezold, whereas the rest of the work load was shared.
Technical Report This paper has been submitted to arxiv.org1 .
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Abstract. We present an automated method for localizing an anatomical landmark in three-dimensional medical images. The method combines
two recurrent neural networks in a coarse-to-fine approach: The first network determines a candidate neighborhood by analyzing the complete
given image volume. The second network localizes the actual landmark
precisely and accurately in the candidate neighborhood. Both networks
take advantage of multi-dimensional gated recurrent units in their main
layers, which allow for high model complexity with a comparatively small
set of parameters. We localize the medullopontine sulcus in 3D magnetic
resonance images of the head and neck. We show that the proposed
approach outperforms similar localization techniques both in terms of
mean distance in millimeters and voxels w.r.t. manual labelings of the
data. With a mean localization error of 1.7 mm, the proposed approach
performs on par with neurological experts, as we demonstrate in an interrater comparison.

1

Introduction

Localizing anatomical landmarks is a common task in many medical applications.
Finding matching anatomical points in images may be necessary for seeding a
segmentation algorithm, for registration problems, or for providing points of reference for quantitative measurements. Although finding landmarks in volumetric images is error-prone and time-consuming, the task is often still carried out
manually. Using a fully automated approach mitigates the inter and intra-rater
variability through an objective and efficient process without manual interference. Therefore, many automated localization methods have been proposed, with
varying degrees of robustness, reliability, and generalization potential. Some of
the methods, such as Bhanu Prakash et al. [2] or Elattar et al. [3], use very basic
image processing techniques, but many others rely on concepts from machine
learning: for example, for localizing landmarks in the brain, Guerrero et al. [6]
use manifold learning and O’Neil et al. [9] use random forests; for cardiac landmark localization, Karavides et al. [7] use Adaboost and Lu and Jolly [8] use

probabilistic boosting trees; Xue et al. [11] use boosting for localizing landmarks
on the knee joint. For a recent overview, also see Zhou et al. [15].
In recent years, ground-breaking advancements using neural networks have
been achieved in various domains, allowing for automatic learning of discriminative features for the problem at hand and avoiding the need for manually designed (often called handcrafted) features. Consequently, these techniques have
also found their way into landmark localization. Examples are Zheng et al. [14],
who use two neural networks successively to localize the carotid bifurcation in
3D CT images, Ghesu et al. [4], who propose a so-called artificial agent for localizing various anatomical landmarks in 2D and 3D images of different modalities,
and Yang et al. [12], who apply convolutional neural networks for landmark
localization on the femur in MR images.
Existing approaches based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are capable of detecting very delicate structure, yet are limited to the local neighborhood of the filters used in each layer of the network. Using a recurrent neural
network (RNN) for this task allows for flexible feature relationships of varying
length and scale. This is especially useful given a localization task, where the
surrounding tissues structure can take a number of different shapes and sizes.
Tackling volumetric data with RNNs for segmentation has been recently demonstrated by Andermatt et al. [1] with multi-dimensional gated recurrent units
(MD-GRUs). To our knowledge, neither multi-dimensional RNN nor MD-GRUs
have been applied to the task of landmark localization so far.
In this paper, we propose to apply MD-GRUs in a two-stage approach to the
task of anatomical landmark localization. In the first stage, the anatomical region
of interest is roughly located in the given image volume. We then determine the
actual landmark coordinate in a subvolume in the second stage. We apply the
proposed method to 3D MR images of the head and neck, in which we locate the
medullopontine sulcus, and compare the found coordinates to those of manual
labels. Our results from an interrater comparison suggest that the proposed
method cannot be distinguished from a clinical expert.

2

Methods

For the accurate localization of landmarks, we propose to use two separate localization networks of similar structure, to both accelerate the process and allow
for a decently complex network. Both localization networks work on the same
number of voxels – in our case we fixed it to 643 voxels – and find the coordinate in said volume which lies closest to the true landmark. The first network is
provided data subsampled to such a degree, that the full original volume can be
represented inside of it. The network will then approximate a location, which will
in turn be used to sample a subvolume at the original resolution from the image
data around the found location. In our case, the first network is provided with
4-fold subsampled data and the second processes data at the original resolution,
centered at the location which was found by the first network.

Localization Networks
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Fig. 1. Localization network. a) Coarse approximation of landmark coordinates in subsampled low resolution representation of full data. b) Fine approximation of landmark
coordinates in extracted window around detected coarse location in a second localization network. Both networks use the architecture depicted at the bottom.

Subsampling MD-GRU Layer We propose to adapt the MD-GRU layer [1],
which was introduced to handle segmentation problems, to the application of
landmark localization. In order to do so, we implement the ability to subsample
at each MD-GRU layer and hence at each convolutional gated recurrent unit
(C-GRU) which it consists of. This effectively reduces the spatial problem size,
allowing a multi-resolution processing approach. We adjust the original C-GRU
equations as follows:
f j (t, α, β) =

I
X

xit ? αi,j + β j ,

g j (t, α) =

i

J
X

hkt−1 ∗ αk,j ,

(1)

k

rtj = σ(f j (t, wr , br ) + g j (t, ur )),

ztj = σ(f j (t, wz , bz ) + g j (t, uz )),

(2)

h̃jt

hjt
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j
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h·t
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=
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ztj )
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where
denote the input and state of the C-GRU at time t, and i, j, k denote
the respective channels. The operator denotes elementwise multiplication, as
in [1]. Variables u, w, and b are trainable weights. We call h̃ in Eq. (3) the
proposal and r and z in Eqs. (2) the reset and update gate.
We accomplish subsampling by introducing strided convolutions, which are
denoted as ? in Eq. (1). The size of the state as well as of all the gates and
the proposal will be reduced by the factor of the chosen stride S per spatial
dimension. Each C-GRUs’ output is then subjected to one-dimensional average
pooling, compressing the time dimension by stride S. The sum of all d compressed

C-GRU results ĥ yields the MD-GRU output H:
Hj =

X
d

ĥj ,

ĥjt0 =

S−1
1 X j
h 0 .
S s=0 St +s

(4)

Localization Network At the core, we use the same localization network for
all experiments. We use three subsequent compositions of a subsampling MDGRU layer, a voxelwise fully connected layer, and a tanh activation function.
The subsampling MD-GRU layers are provided with 32, 64, and 128 channels,
respectively. All of them use strides of 2 along spatial dimensions, the volume
is hence subsampled 8-fold at each composition. We use DropConnect [10] with
a drop rate of 0.5 on the input convolution filters of both gates rj , z j and the
proposal h̃. The voxelwise fully connected layers are realized through convolution
layers with spatial filters of 13 , with 48, 96, and 192 channels each.
The resulting subvolume is of size Nx/8 × Ny/8 × Nz/8, given the input shape
was (Nx × Ny × Nz ). The subvolume is reshaped into a vector, in which we
process each coordinate by two fully connected layers of (Cx + Cy + Cz ) · 4 and
(Cx +Cy +Cz ) layers, which are connected through a leaky rectifying unit defined
as lrelu(x) = max{0.01 x, x}. The resulting vector is split into three separate
vectors of sizes Cx , Cy , and Cz , where C. gives the number of possible coordinate
positions along the respective dimension. These are then fed into individual
softmax activation functions to estimate the probabilities for each coordinate in
each vector. We use the sum of all cross entropy losses as loss function for the
entire network. Figure 1 shows an overview of the network architecture.
Subsampling In the first stage, we use a strided convolution on the input to
match the localization networks input resolution. We pad the input, such that
the shape of the volume is a multiple of the required shape for the localization
network. In our case, we padded the data to 2563 and used strides S of 4 with
a filter size of S · 2 + 1 and 16 channels for the convolution layer.
Superresolution Our method, as explained so far, is restricted to voxel coordinates, since we estimate with our method discrete instead of continuous
coordinates. In the following, we explain two extensions to our idea to yield
superresolution results.
The first extension takes advantage of the coordinate resolution-independent
formulation in the Localization Network paragraph above. Instead of estimating
as many classes for each of the three coordinates as there are voxels in the
respective dimension in the volume, we estimate n times the amount. This allows
us to estimate values which are 1/n voxels apart and hence allow for a more finegrained localization. In our experiments, we use n = 4 resulting in 256 classes.
Our second idea exploits neighborhood information in our coordinate probability vectors by fitting a parabola to the largest probability and its two neighbors
per coordinate. The maxima of these functions can then be interpreted as our

Fig. 2. Cross entropy loss. Mean ± one standard deviation on training and validation
set for the 3 trained networks, smoothed using a gaussian for visualization.

Fig. 3. Localization results for rater 1 (red 5), rater 2 (green 4), and proposed method
(blue ◦). Shown are the best three (left) and worst three (right) localizations of the
proposed method wrt. rater 1, both in sagittal (top) and transverse (bottom) view.

coordinate location. This allows for an even finer localization, but is based and
hence limited on the chosen number of coordinate probabilities.
Optimization We trained each localization network together with their subsampling addition individually. All networks were trained for a total of 50 epochs,
where one epoch comprised one random sample from each training subject, which
led to a total of 50 200 iterations. We used AdaDelta [13] with a learning rate of
0.001. We initialized all weights of the convolutions with the method of Glorot
and Bengio [5], the biases with zero and the fully connected
layers
at the end of
√
√
the localization network with random values from [− 3/Ni , + 3/Ni ], where Ni is
the number of input units. For the first network, we sampled from the center of
the padded volume with a random offset in the range of [−100, 100] voxels per
coordinate; for the second network, we just required that the training landmark
was within the volume. The training loss is visualized in Fig. 2.
For preprocessing, we apply a high-pass filter on the input, the results of
which we use together with the original data as input to our networks. Additionally, we normalize to zero mean and a standard deviation of one for each of
the input volumes. Apart from this, no preprocessing is required.

3

Results

To evaluate the proposed approach, we located the medullopontine sulcus, a distinct cavity in the brainstem, in MR images of the head and neck (see Fig. 3).

Table 1. Localization accuracy and precision. a) Localization error on the test set when
using only the first network (top row ) and both networks with a varying number of coordinate classes, with or without parabola fitting (bottom row: proposed combination);
b) localization error on the test set in comparison to two human raters; c) localization
errors reported in the literature.

a)

Error [mm]

b)

Error [mm]

Median Mean Std.
Coarse localization
Fine, 64 classes
Fine+parab., 64 cl.
Fine, 256 classes
Fine+parab., 256 cl.
c)

4.83
1.74
1.77
1.47
1.40

5.02
1.97
1.89
1.72
1.69

2.22
1.02
0.98
1.03
1.02

Median Mean Std.
Rater 1 vs. rater 2
Proposed vs. rater 1
Proposed vs. rater 2
Proposed vs. both

1.39
1.40
1.65
1.50

1.59
1.69
1.73
1.71

0.98
1.02
0.87
0.95

Error [mm]

Method

Median Mean Std. Voxel size [mm3 ]

Proposed
Zheng et al. [14]
Ghesu et al. [4]
Yang et al. [12]
Xue et al. [11]
Guerrero et al. [6]

1.50
1.21
0.8
—
—
—

1.71
2.64
1.8
4.13
1.41
0.45

0.95
4.98
2.9
1.70
0.91
0.22

1.00 × 1.00 × 1.00
0.46 × 0.46 × 0.50
1.00 × 1.00 × 1.00
0.37 × 0.37 × 0.70
0.3 × 0.3 × [0.6, 3]
—

Target landmark
medullopontine sulcus
carotid bifurcation
carotid bifurcation
femoral medial distal point
knee joint (23 landmarks)
anterior commissure

Images were acquired with a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence, having a resolution of 1 mm3 and a size between 160×240×256 voxels and 192×256×256 voxels.
Altogether, we had 1218 images of 265 subjects, with a median number of 5 images per subject (minimum: 1, maximum: 8), which we randomly assigned to a
training set (1004 images of 213 subjects), a validation set (114 images of 26 subjects), and a test set (100 images of 26 subjects), making sure that all images of
each subject were assigned to the same set.
For training and evaluation of the localization, we used manual labels of the
landmark. These labels were provided by clinical expert raters who placed them
on a graphical user interface enabling them to zoom in and out of the imaged
volumes as necessary. To allow for interrater comparisons, we had two raters
place the landmark in all images of the test set.
Training 50 epochs for the coarse and fine networks took around 41 and 34
hours, respectively. Testing, on the other hand, requires less than 2 seconds for
either network, resulting in a total of around 3–4 seconds for localization. Using
our extension of estimating 256 class probabilities instead of 64 per coordinate
requires only 2.5 hours more training time and took around 2.5 seconds per
volume for testing, which results in around 4 seconds in total for localization.
Figure 3 shows our three best and worst localization results. Note that our
largest error (rightmost column in Fig. 3) is actually produced by a mislabeling
of a clinical expert, as can be seen by the off-center position of the red marker.

Table 1a shows the localization errors when using only the first network as
compared to using both. The second network increases the localization accuracy
notably, as does using more coordinate classes and fitting a parabola.
Table 1b shows the results from comparing both human raters with the proposed approach. The listed values indicate that our approach almost reaches
human performance: comparing our results to those of a human rater produces
approximately the same error as two human raters compared to each other.
Table 1c shows results for landmark localization reported in the literature.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

Our results, as listed in Table 1c, appear competitive: compared to other neural network approaches [4,12,14], mean error and standard deviation are better
in terms of millimeters and voxels. When comparing to Xue et al. [11], one
has to keep in mind their notably higher in-plane resolution. While Guerrero
et al. [6] achieve higher accuracy and precision, a comparison appears difficult:
apart from not stating the voxel size, their method requires images with similar
field of view, which cannot be guaranteed in our case, as parts of our images are
centered on the neck while others are centered on the head. In any case, caution has to be taken when comparing these results: on the one hand, evaluated
anatomical landmarks, imaging modalities, and image resolutions differ. On the
other hand, our interrater comparison (recall Table 1b) suggests that there is
a lower bound for the achievable accuracy, which might be well above a given
image resolution and might depend on the particular anatomical landmark. Determining the limit of actually achievable accuracy of our method would require
evaluating data with lower interrater variability. The results of Xue et al. [11]
allow a similar conclusion, in that their method’s error is similar to the error
from their interrater comparison, as well. Unfortunately, the other authors do
not provide interrater comparisons.
We have shown two ideas that improved our localization results. The combination of both even surpassed the accuracy of each of them applied separately.
Considering interrater variability, we are still slightly less accurate than a human
rater. We think that this is partly based on the discrete probability distribution
and our sampling technique when training the algorithm. We randomly sampled
subvolumes using integer coordinates during training since this process does not
require interpolation. But this also means that each training sample could only
get mapped on a subset of all possible coordinate classes.
Conclusion We have shown that the localization of the medullopontine sulcus
is successfully possible using our proposed automated technique, which adapts
MD-GRUs to the task of landmark localization. We introduced a number of
improvements, which all led to even more accurate results without significantly
increasing the training time. Future work will focus on evaluating our localization
approach on multiple anatomical landmarks in different imaging modalities.
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Chapter 8

Weakly-Supervised Pathology
Segmentation
Introduction
The previously discussed, supervised approaches require fully annotated data. For
the task of semantic segmentation, voxel-wise and usually hand-labeled segmentation
maps for each training sample are required. As each new lesion class or set of MR
sequences requires a new training set, this approach is not very flexible. Image data
which are simply classified into categories, on the other hand, are produced on a daily
basis in medical routine. Even hand labeling such a dataset takes orders of magnitude
less work compared to labeling each voxel by hand. We propose to use only one binary, image-level label stating if the respective image contains pathology of a given
kind or not. Using generative adversarial networks and variational autoencoders, we
formulate two transformations, one which renders healthy data pathological by selecting a region of interest to be changed into pathological tissue, and one which segments
pathological tissue and creates a healthy inpainting for a pathological region. We show,
that segmentations created with our method are meaningful and, albeit not on the level
of supervised methods, produce useful segmentations when applied to brain tumor
segmentation.
Publication This paper has been submitted to arxiv.org1 and to the 4th workshop
on Brain-Lesion: Glioma, Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries (Brainles)
which will be held at MICCAI in 2018.
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Abstract. We present a method to model pathologies in medical data,
trained on data labelled on the image level as healthy or containing a
visual defect. Our model not only allows us to create pixelwise semantic
segmentations, it is also able to create inpaintings for the segmentations
to render the pathological image healthy. Furthermore, we can draw new
unseen pathology samples from this model based on the distribution in
the data. We show quantitatively, that our method is able to segment
pathologies with a surprising accuracy and show qualitative results of
both the segmentations and inpaintings. A comparison with a supervised segmentation method indicates, that the accuracy of our proposed
weakly-supervised segmentation is nevertheless quite close.

1

Introduction

Supervised segmentation in medical image analysis is an almost solved problem,
where methodological improvements have a marginal effect on accuracy. Such
methods depend on a large annotated training corpus, where pixelwise labels
have to be provided by medical experts. In practice, such data are expensive
to gather. In contrast, weakly labelled data, such as images showing a certain
disease are easily obtainable, since they are created on a daily basis in medical
practice. We want to take advantage of these data for pathology segmentation,
by providing a means to finding the difference between healthy and pathological
data distributions. We present a weakly supervised framework capable of pixelwise segmentation as well as generating samples from the pathology distribution.
Our idea is inspired by CycleGAN [10], a recently proposed solution for
unpaired image to image translation, where the combination of domain-specific
generative adversarial networks (GANs) and so-called cycle consistency allow for
robust translation. We call our adaptation PathoGAN and count the following
contributions: We formulate a model capable of segmentation based on a single
label per training sample. We simultaneously train two generative models, able
to generate inpaintings at a localized region of interest to transform an image
from one domain to the other. We are able to sample healthy brains as well as
sample possible pathologies for a given brain. Furthermore, our method enforces
domain-specific information to be encoded outside of the image, which omits
adversarial “noise” common to CycleGAN [4] to some degree.

We show the performance of our implementation on 2d slices of the training
data of the Brain Tumor Segmentation Challenge 2017 [8,2] and compare our
segmentation performance to a supervised segmentation technique [1].
CycleGAN has been previously used to segment by transfering to another
target modality, where segmentation maps are available (e.g. [9]), or applied
to generate training from cheaply generated synthetic labelmaps [5]. Using a
Wasserstein GAN, another method directly estimates an additive visual attribution map [3]. To our knowledge, there has not been a method that jointly learns
to segment on one medical imaging modality using only image-level labels and
generate new data using GANs for both healthy and pathological cases.

2

Methods

2.1

Problem Statement

We assume two image domains A and B, where the former contains only images
of healthy subjects and the latter consists of images showing a specific pathology.
We seek to approximate the functions GA and GB that perform the mappings
(xA , δB ) 7→ x̂B and (xB , δA ) 7→ x̂A , where xA , x̂A ∈ A and xB , x̂B ∈ B. Vectors
δB and δA encode the missing target image information (e.g. the pathology):
x̂B = GA (xA , δB ),

x̂A = GB (xB , δA ).

(1)

In the remaining paper, we use X and Y as placeholders for A and B or B and A
to overcome redundancy due to symmetrical components. We encourage GA , GB
to produce results, such that the mappings are realistic (2), bijective (3), specific
(4) and that only the affected part in the image is modified (5):
GX (xX , δY ) ∼ Y,

(2)

GY (xX , 0) ≈ xX ,

(4)

GY (GX (xX , δY ), δX ) ≈ xX ,

(3)

GX ≈ arg min |xX − GX (xX , δY )|.

(5)

2.2

Model Topology

To fulfill Eqs. (2–5), we adopt the main setup and objective from CycleGAN: we
employ two discriminators, DA and DB together with generators GA and GB
to perform the translation from domain A to B and vice versa, formulating two
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [6]. In both directions, the respective
discriminator is trained to distinguish a real image from the output of the generator, whereas the generator is incentivized to generate samples that fool the
discriminator.
Residual Generator In order to segment pathologies, we seek to only modify a
certain part of the image. In contrast to CycleGAN, we model the transformation
G from one domain to the other as a residual or inpainting p which is exchanged
with part l of the original image. We achieve this by letting generator GX directly

estimate n + 1 featuremaps rX , where n is the number of image channels used.
(0)
We obtain labelmap lX and inpaintings pX , activating rY with a sigmoid and
(i)
each rX with a tanh activation:


 
(0)
(i−1)
(i)
lX = S rX +  , pX
= tanh rX ,
(6)
(0)
1
1+e−y and i > 0. With  ∼ N (0, I), we turn rX +  into samples
(0)
from N (rX , I) using the reparameterization trick [7]. This allows reliable cal(0)
culations of lX only for large absolute values of rX , forcing lX to be binary and

where S (y) =

intensity information to be encoded in the inpaintings. We set  to zero during
testing. From lX and pX we compute the translated result x̂Y , supposedly in
domain Y now:
x̂Y = lX pX + (1 − lX ) xX .
In the following, we detail the computation of r for the two possible translation
directions. Both translation pathways are visualized in Fig. 1.
A → B To map from healthy to pathological data, we estimate rA (and thus
lA , pA ) using a variational autoencoder (VAE) [7]. First, we employ encoders ΓA
and ∆B to encode anatomical information around and inside the pathological
region:
0
γA = Γ (xA ),
δB = ∆(lB
x0B ),
0
where xA is our healthy image, lB
and x0B are the labelmap and pathological
0
image of the previous transformation and δB , γA ∼ N (0, I). If lB
and x0B are not
available because xA is a real healthy image, we simply sample δy . Finally, a
decoder EA is applied to γA and δB :

rA = EA (γA , δB ).
B → A To generate healthy samples from pathological images, we use a generator EB directly on the input as introduced in [10] and estimate r directly:
rB = EB (xB ).
Here, we omit δA , since the location and appearance of missing healthy tissue
can be inferred from xB . We also omit using an encoding bottleneck due to
possible information loss and less accurate segmentation.
2.3

Objective

To train this model, a number of different loss terms are necessary. In the following, we explain the individual components using ˆ· and ˜· to denote results
from the translated and reconstructed images respectively (e.g. mapping xX
into Y results in x̂Y , translating it back results in x̃X ). We use λ. to weight the
contribution of different loss terms.
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˜
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(a) A → B → A
∆B
ˆ
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˜
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γÂ
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p̃A

x̃B

(b) B → A → B
Fig. 1. Proposed architecture: top to bottom: directions A → B → A and B → A → B;
xA , xB are samples from the two data distributions A, B and δB ∼ N (0, I). Red and
blue triangles depict decoder and encoder networks. A red square illustrates a simple
generators. ∆B and ΓA encode features inside and outside the pathological region.
∆B , ΓA and EA form a variational autoencoder. For GB , information about the missing
healthy structure is completely inferred from the surroundings.

CycleGAN As in CycleGAN [10], we formulate a least squares proxy GAN
loss, which we minimize with respect to GX and maximize with respect to DY :
LGAN (DY , GX , xX , xY ) = E[(DY (xY ))2 ] + E[(1 − DY (GX (xX , δY )))2 ],

(7)

Likewise, to make mappings reversible, we add the cycle consistency loss:
LCC (GX , GY , xX ) = λCC ||GY (GX (xX , δY ), δX ) − xX ||1 .

(8)

LGAN and LCC encourage the properties defined in Eqs. (2) and (3).
Variational Autoencoder A variational autoencoder (VAE) is trained by
minimizing the KL-divergence of the distribution q(z|x) of encoding z to some
assumed distribution and the expected reconstruction error log p(x|z), where x
is the data. In contrast to a classical VAE, we use two distinct encoding vectors
γA and δB , encoding the healthy and the pathological part, and produce two
separate results, the labelmap lA and the inpainting pA . We directly calculate
the KL-divergence for our two encodings:
LKL (GA , GB , xA , xB ) = KL[q(γA |xA )||N (0, I)] + KL[q(δB |xB , ˆlB )||N (0, I)].
(9)
For the expected reconstruction error, we assume that l and p follow approximately a Bernoulli and a Gaussian distribution (N (µ, I)). We selectively penalize

the responsible encoding, by using separate loss functions for the residual region
and the rest. Unfortunately, we only ever have access to the ground truth of one
of these regions, since we do not use paired data. We solve this, by using the relevant application in the network, where individual ground truths are available,
to calculate the approximation of the marginal likelihood lower bound:
LVAE (GX , GY , xX , xY ) =
−

N
λVAE X
(log p(˜lY |γX , δY ) + log p(p̂X |γX ) + log p(p̃Y |δY )),
N m=1

(10)

where p̂X denotes the inpainting used to translate the original image xX to
domain Y and N is the total number of pixels. p̃X is the inpainting produced
when translating an already translated image x̂X that originated from Y back
to that domain. Similarly, ˆlX and ˜lX denote the respective labelmaps:
log p(p̂X |γX ) =
P

||˜lY (p̃X − xY )||2
||(1 − ˆlX )(p̂X − xX )||2
, log p(p̃X |δY ) =
(11)
ω1
ω2
P

Y )+ε)
where ω1 = ( (1−Nl̂X )+ε) and ω2 = ( (l̃N
are considered constant during
optimization, with ε > 0. Finally, we use the labelmap produced by the other
generator responsible for the opposite transformation ˆlY as ground truth for ˜lX ,
where we consider ˆlY constant in this term:

log p(˜lX |γX , δY ) = ˆlY log ˜lX + (1 − ˆlY ) log(1 − ˜lX ).

(12)

To restrict the solution space of our model, we use LVAE for both directions.
Identity Loss We apply an identity loss [10] on labelmap lX,xY which results
from feeding GX with the wrong input xY . In this case GX should not change
anything, since the input is already in the desired domain Y :
LIdt (GX , xY ) = λIdt ||lX,xY ||1 .

(13)

Relevancy Loss By now, we have defined all necessary constraints for a successful translation between image domains. The remaining constraints restrict
the location and amount of change, lX . Fulfilling Eq. (5), we want to entice label
map lX to be only set at locations of a large difference between inpainting pX
and image xX and penalize large label maps in general:


||lX (xX − pX )||1
2
.
(14)
LR (GX , xX ) = λR || − log(1 − lX
)||1 −
||lX ||1
In order to not reward exaggerated pathology inpaintings, we consider (xX −pX )
constant in this expression.

Full PathoGAN Objective combining all loss terms for direction X to Y as
LX→Y , we can finally define:
LX→Y = LGAN + LCC + LVAE + LIdt + LR ,

(15)

LPathoGAN = LA→B + LB→A + λKL LKL (xA , xB ).
2.4

(16)

Training

We include all training patients of Brats2017 and normalize each brain scan
to follow N (0, 1/3), excluding zero voxels, and clip the resulting intensities to
[−1, 1]. We select all slices from 60 to 100. In order to create two distinct datasets
and relying on the manual segmentations, we label slices without pathology as
healthy, with more than 20 pixels segmented as pathological slices, and discard
the rest. For training, we select 1 500 unaffected and 6 000 pathological slices
from a total of 1 755 and 9 413 respectively1 .
Since the BratS evaluation is volumetric and comparing performance is difficult, we also train a supervised segmentation technique on our data. We chose
MDGRU [1] for this task, a multi-dimensional recurrent neural network, due to
code availability and consistent state-of-the-art performance on different datasets.

lGS

xB

(i)

ˆ
lB

(i)

lM

p̂B

x̂A

FLAIR

T1CE

T1

T2

prob. map

Fig. 2. Qualitative Results of one testing data example. Left columns, top to bottom:
(i)
(i)
the four available image channels xB , the generated inpaintings p̂B and the translated
(i)
images x̂A . Right column, top to bottom: The manual segmentation lGS , the probability
lB from PathoGAN and lM from MDGRU for whole tumor.
maps ˆ

1

Thus we would like to stress that the manual segmentations were only used to create
the two image domains, but not for the actual training.

3

Results

We train PathoGAN2 for 119 epochs using batches of 4 and λKL = 0.1, λR =
0.5, λIdt = 1, λCC = 5 and λVAE = 1. We trained MDGRU3 as defined in [1],
using batches of 4 and 27 500 iterations. During training of both PathoGAN
and MDGRU, we use weak data augmentation [1]. Table 1 shows the results on
the pathological training and test data. On the left, Fig. 2 shows an exemplary
sample from the testset, with generated inpaintings and translation result. On
the right, we provide the generated labelmap together with the manual label for
“whole tumor” and the computed segmentation with MDGRU. Details on the
used architecture and training procedure as well as further qualitative samples
are described in the supplementary material.
Table 1. Segmentation Results. Columns: Dice, 95th percentile Hausdorff distance
(HD95), average Hausdorff distance (AVD) and volumetric Dice per-patient (Dice PP)
by stacking all evaluated slices. Rows: Scores are shown as mean±std(median) for
PathoGAN (proposed) and MDGRU, applied to training (Tr) and testing (Te) data.

PathoGAN (Tr)
PathoGAN (Te)
MDGRU (Tr)
MDGRU (Te)

4

Dice (in %)

HD95 (in pixel) AVD (in pixel) Dice PP (in %)

72.4 ± 24.4(81.0)
72.9 ± 23.8(81.4)
87.8 ± 20.0(94.4)
86.3 ± 21.3(93.6)

40.6 ± 30.7(38.0)
39.4 ± 29.9(37.6)
3.7 ± 9.7(1.0)
3.9 ± 9.5(1.0)

10.3 ± 15.4(4.7)
9.4 ± 13.7(4.6)
1.0 ± 4.7(0.2)
1.1 ± 4.9(0.2)

77.4 ± 14.4(81.2)
77.4 ± 14.4(81.7)
90.8 ± 8.8(93.3)
90.6 ± 9.5(93.1)

Discussion

The results in Fig. 2 indicate that our relative weighting of the two inpainting
reconstruction losses results in better reconstruction inside the tumor region
than outside. The labelmaps of the supervised method compared to ours in Fig.
2 show great agreement, and both are relatively close to the gold standard. As
the 95th-percentile and average Hausdorff measures in Table 1 show, there are
some outliers in our proposed method, due to its weakly-supervised nature. The
Dice score is about 10% smaller for both the per-slice as well as the per-patient
case, given no labels are provided. It is important to remember that we segment
with the only criterion of being not part of the healthy distribution, which could
vary from the subjective measures used to manually segment data. The increase
in accuracy and decrease in standard deviation in the per-patient case for both
2

3

Our
implementation
is
based
on
https://github.com/junyanz/
pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix.
We use the implementation of MDGRU at https://github.com/zubata88/
mdgru.

methods is most likely caused by the inferior segmentation performance in slices
showing little pathology. The per-patient Dice of the supervised method is in
the range of the top methods of BraTS 2017. Although not directly comparable,
this suggests that we can use our computed supervised scores as good reference
to compare our results to.
We did only scratch the surface on the possible applications of our proposed formulation. Future work will include unaffected samples that are actually
healthy. Furthermore, the model architecture could be drastically simplified using one discriminator for both directions, allowing for larger generator networks
as well as using multiple discriminators at different scales to find inpaintings that
are not just locally but also globally consistent with the image. A restriction to
slices is unfortunate but necessary due to memory requirements. A generalisation of our approach to volumetric data would make it feasible for more real
clinical applications.
Conclusion We presented a new generative pathology segmentation model capable of handling a plethora of tasks: First and foremost, we presented a weakly
supervised segmentation method for pathologies in 2D medical images, where it
is only known if the image is affected by the pathology. Furthermore, we were
able to sample from both our healthy as well as our pathology model. We showed
qualitatively and quantitatively, that we are able to produce compelling results,
motivating further research towards actual clinical applications of PathoGAN.
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Chapter 9

Automated Tracking of Lesions
Introduction
This work covers the post-processing of lesion maps, a statistical analysis of individual
lesion development in longitudinal studies. This is accomplished by means of coregistration of the lesion maps using the originating MR scans and cooccurrence information
of individual lesions in the different maps. Ambiguity in lesion connections such as occurrence of confluent lesions in follow up scans is dealt with using the Bron-Kerbosch
algorithm to find the maximum cliques, corresponding to the individual lesion developments. The paper has been coauthored with Athina Papadopoulou, where the workload was divided such, that the implementation and evaluation of the method as well
as the description of the followed methodology in the paper was contributed by Simon Andermatt, whereas the medical details and the validation study were written by
Athina Papadopoulou.
Publication This work has been published in the Journal of Neuroimaging as Tracking the Evolution of Cerebral Gadolinium-Enhancing Lesions to Persistent T1 Black Holes in
Multiple Sclerosis: Validation of a Semiautomated Pipeline1 .
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Tracking the Evolution of Cerebral Gadolinium-Enhancing
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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Some gadolinium-enhancing multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions remain T1-hypointense over months (“persistent
black holes, BHs”) and represent areas of pronounced tissue loss. A reduced conversion of enhancing lesions to persistent BHs
could suggest a favorable effect of a medication on tissue repair. However, the individual tracking of enhancing lesions can be
very time-consuming in large clinical trials.
PURPOSE: We created a semiautomated workflow for tracking the evolution of individual MS lesions, to calculate the proportion
of enhancing lesions becoming persistent BHs at follow-up.
METHODS: Our workflow automatically coregisters, compares, and detects overlaps between lesion masks at different time
points. We tested the algorithm in a data set of Magnetic Resonance images (1.5 and 3T; spin-echo T1-sequences) from a phase 3
clinical trial (n = 1,272), in which all enhancing lesions and all BHs had been previously segmented at baseline and year 2. The
algorithm analyzed the segmentation masks in a longitudinal fashion to determine which enhancing lesions at baseline turned
into BHs at year 2. Images of 50 patients (192 enhancing lesions) were also reviewed by an experienced MRI rater, blinded to
the algorithm results.
RESULTS: In this MRI data set, there were no cases that could not be processed by the algorithm. At year 2, 417 lesions were
classified as persistent BHs (417/1,613 = 25.9%). The agreement between the rater and the algorithm was > 98%.
CONCLUSIONS: Due to the semiautomated procedure, this algorithm can be of great value in the analysis of large clinical
trials, when a rater-based analysis would be time-consuming.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is currently the most important paraclinical tool to measure disease-related damage in
the central nervous system of patients with multiple sclerosis
(MS). The effect of an immunomodulatory treatment on the
reduction of new MRI lesions over time seems to correlate well
with the treatment effect on relapses1–3 and disability accumulation. Thus, in clinical trials, MRI lesions are important surrogate
markers of disease activity and treatment effects.
“Black holes” (BHs) are a specific subgroup of MS lesions
that are hypointense on T1-weighted sequences. Although most
gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing lesions are acutely T1-hypointense,
only a subgroup remains hypointense for 6 months and longer
after their first appearance.4 Such persistently T1-hypointense
lesions are often called “persistent black holes.”5 These lesions
Copyright

represent more pronounced, irreversible tissue damage and less
remyelination as compared to T2 hyperintense, but T1 isointense chronic lesions.6–8 Thus, a reduction in the formation of
persistent BHs through a medication would suggest a treatment
effect on more severe tissue damage and/or remyelination.9 Accordingly, persistent BHs have been shown to correlate better
to clinical disability accrual than T2 hyperintense lesions.10
A change in the volume of BHs throughout a clinical study
is a typical secondary end point used to indicate a potential
medication effect on the formation of new BHs in MS trials.
However, this measure also relates to the treatment effect on
the lesion formation in general (ie, patients with fewer newly
appearing lesions under a given medication will probably
also have fewer persistent BHs). Thus, the proportion of new
Gd-enhancing lesions becoming persistent BHs over time is a
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preferable, more specific measure to reflect a treatment effect
on repair mechanisms and remyelination. To assess this measure, tracking of all Gd-enhancing lesions over time is needed.
However, such a manual/visual tracking of individual lesions
can be very time-consuming and hence expensive. Thus, we
aimed at creating a method that can track the evolution of
individual MS lesions longitudinally in a semiautomated way,
on the basis of previously segmented lesion maps.
Our objective was to create a quick, automated method to
easily calculate the proportion of Gd-enhancing lesions that
become persistent BHs at follow-up, based on lesion maps, for
a use mostly in clinical trials.

Materials and Methods
Study Population and Data Acquisition
MRI data from the international multicenter, randomizedcontrolled, phase 3 FREEDOMS11 trial comparing fingolimod
with placebo in MS were used in this work. Details on the study
population and MRI acquisition parameters have been previously published.11 In brief, this was a double-blind, randomized
study that enrolled patients with relapsing-remitting MS. The
study had three arms: .5 mg fingolimod, 1.25 mg fingolimod,
and placebo. Brain MRI was performed using a standardized
protocol at baseline, 6, 12, and 24 months. The MRI protocol
included a whole-brain T1-weighted spin-echo sequence (3 mm
slice thickness), before and after injection of Gd. Both 1.5 and
3 Tesla magnets were allowed. All MRIs at baseline (n = 1,272
patients) were included in this analysis.
In this investigator-initiated methodological MRI study, we
were fully blinded to the treatment assignment of the patients,
and thus unable to assess a possible treatment effect.

Preprocessing/Lesion Segmentation
For the algorithm to work, all lesions had to be previously
segmented, to obtain masks that could be subjected to the longitudinal tracking analysis. The lesion segmentations had previously been performed as part of the original analysis of the
clinical trial11 in a semiautomated way, using “AMIRA” (Mercury Computer Systems Inc., Andover, Massachusetts, USA).
No intensity normalization was used during the process of lesion
segmentation, but a manual adjustment of the image intensity
(and contrast) of the images by experienced raters was possible,
when needed.
At baseline and at year 2, the following lesion types were
available as lesion segmentation maps in the used data set:
(1) Gd-enhancing lesions on postcontrast T1-weighted images,
(2) hyperintense lesions on proton density (PD)/T2-weighted
images, and (3) BHs on postcontrast T1-weighted spin-echo images. BHs were assessed on postcontrast images in order to exclude acute BHs (concurrent with contrast enhancement). BHs
were defined as lesions with a signal intensity that was lower
than the surrounding normal appearing white matter and at
least as low as the normal appearing cortical gray matter. A BH
was only considered if it corresponded to a PD/T2 hyperintense
lesion.
The mean T2-lesion volume of all patients at baseline was
6,368 mm3 (SD 7,755).
The segmentation masks were registered per patient. We
used the baseline PD-weighted scans as reference to register
all other volumes of the same patient. All registrations were
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performed using the rigid registration implemented in the
niftyreg suite.12,13 Registration quality was ensured by visual
inspection. There were no cases that had to be excluded due to
poor registration. The lesion masks were registered to the PD
reference using the transformations calculated from the registrations of their corresponding scans (see A and B in Fig 1).

Algorithm
For each patient, every lesion in the available lesion maps was
identified. For the baseline and the follow-up, each lesion’s type
was determined according to the MRI sequences/segmentation
masks it was found in. For example, if one lesion was found as
part of the Gd-enhancing mask and the PD-mask at baseline, it
was defined as a “Gd-enhancing lesion”; if a lesion was found
as part of the BH-mask and the PD-mask at follow-up and not
of the Gd-enhancing mask at follow-up, it was defined as “black
hole.” For each follow-up, the lesions were matched to the corresponding lesion in earlier scans (if any), and the changes in
type were registered (eg, from “Gd-enhancing lesion” at baseline to “black hole” at follow-up). Hereby, we considered lesions
to be of the same origin across scans, if at least one full voxel of
said lesions in the respective lesion maps was overlapping. To
accomplish this task, we used the following technique.
To detect each individual lesion, the lesion masks were analyzed through connected component labeling, which labels
each voxel in a group of connected voxels with the same number (Fig 1D). To facilitate the process of relating lesions to one
another computationally, a superimposition per patient was created by adding all masks together (Fig 1C). This step divides
the problem of finding lesion connections into smaller subproblems, which can be solved more efficiently. We applied
connected component labeling to the superimposition mask as
well, considering every value larger than zero and received
clusters, which corresponded to lesions that might be related to
one another. In a first step, every voxel cluster of each mask
was compared to all the clusters of the superimposition mask. If
a voxel correspondence was found, that lesion was grouped
into the lesion group detected in the superimposition mask
(Fig 1E). The amount of overlapping voxels did not matter
in this step, since we know that if there is an overlap, the whole
lesion must be enclosed in the group.
In the next step, each lesion was compared with all other
lesions of the same lesion group (F) using additive correspondence. Additive correspondence was assumed, if the sum of the
products of all overlapping voxels was above a given threshold
τ . To better understand why this is a meaningful property, we
can look at the interpolated values as the probability of the respective voxel being set or not. The product of the interpolated
voxel ν 1 and ν 2 represents the expectation value of overlapping
area, if no prior information, eg the neighborhood of the voxel,
is considered.

p ( ν1 = a) p ( ν2 = b) ν1 ν2
E [ ν1 ν2 = 1] =
a,b∈{0,1}

= p ( ν1 = 1) p ( ν2 = 1)
Due to inconclusive lesion borders, difference in expert
opinion, registration errors, and small or numerous lesions, it
is often the case that there are some groups where more than
one lesion of the same mask and time point are grouped together. Since these are usually individual lesions, we split them
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Fig 1. Workflow diagram. Diagram of the applied workflow including the necessary preprocessing steps. Given a data set where lesion
masks were created on unregistered scans, all scans per patient have to be registered to the same space (A). The resulting transformations
can be used to transform the lesion masks into the same reference system (B). All masks per patient are then merged together to create
a superimposition mask, where each voxel is set to one at whose position a lesion was found in at least one of the masks (C). Connected
component analysis is applied to all masks as well as to the superimposition mask to identify individual lesions (D). For each cluster that was
detected in the superimposition mask, we apply steps (E)-(G). First, we try to find all lesions in all masks that contributed to the cluster (E).
For each of these lesions, we identify all other lesions in the same cluster that have an overlap that is at least of threshold τ (in this case, one
voxel) (F). In the connection graph, overlaps are visualized with a solid line and missing connections with a dashed line. The same graph can
be visualized with an adjacency matrix with values set to 1 where a connection exists and 0, where no overlap was present (visualized with
white and black squares). Finally, we use the adjacency matrix to identify maximum cliques corresponding to individual lesions (G). For details,
see also section “Algorithm.”
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Fig 2. Example of a lesion tracking from baseline to follow-up. Evolution of a gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing lesion at baseline to a T1-black hole
at follow-up and evaluation through the algorithm. The red area depicts the overlapping area between the two lesion masks (Gd-lesion mask at
baseline and black hole (BH)-mask at follow-up), indicating that the Gd-enhancing lesion at baseline was classified by the algorithm as persistent
black hole at year 2. (A): Gd-enhancing lesion at baseline on T1-weighted spin-echo sequence after contrast agent (Gd) administration. (B):
The lesion is T1-hypointese at year 2 (“persistent black hole”). (C): Segmentation mask of Gd-enhancing lesions at baseline. (D): Segmentation
mask of T1-black holes at year 2. (C) and (D): In white, one can see the entire lesion masks and in red the overlapping pixels between the
two masks. Since there was an overlap of more than one voxel between the Gd-mask at baseline and the BH-mask at year 2, this lesion was
classified as “persistent black hole.”
into individual subgroups, counting one or more large lesions
multiple times due to the fact that they enclose more than one
smaller lesion.
Figures 1E-G show an example of the process of splitting
up a lesion cluster consisting of a confluent-enhancing lesion
at baseline, which forms two separate persistent BHs. To determine how many individual lesions could be found in one
cluster, we used the notion of maximal clique. Each lesion in
the superimposition mask is made up of n lesions originating
from one or more different masks (color-coded in orange, green,
and yellow in the example). By comparing each lesion with all
other lesions of the same cluster, we receive a connection graph
(F). This graph can be represented with an n times n adjacency
matrix, which represents the connections between all lesions
in one cluster. We denote a connection with one, and zero
otherwise. Finding the largest fully connected subgraphs in the
adjacency matrix results in the desired separated lesion groups
(G). This task is identical to the determination of all maximal
cliques. A clique is a fully connected graph, in our case a group
of lesions where each lesion features an overlap with every
other lesion in the group. A maximal clique is a clique, where
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there is no other lesion outside the clique, which overlaps every
lesion in the clique. These can be determined with the BronKerbosch algorithm.14 Each maximal clique in every group is
hence counted as one lesion.

Analysis
In order to assess the proportion of Gd-enhancing lesions
at baseline that developed into persistent BHs at year 2, the
following analysis was performed: The segmentation masks
of Gd-enhancing lesions at baseline were compared with the
segmentation masks of BHs at year 2. If there was an overlap
of at least one voxel, the corresponding lesion to which this
voxel belonged to was automatically classified as “persistent
black hole.” An example of this process is shown in Figure 2.

Comparison with Rater Analysis
To confirm the capability of the method to compare the masks
and link the correct lesions at the different time points, we
designed a validation test. We randomly selected images of
50 patients from the study sample to be reviewed by an experienced MRI rater (AP), blinded to the results of the algorithm.
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Fig 3. Example of the simulation process for the validation of the algorithm. Simulation results of time points 4, 6, 8, and 10, given a grid of
8 times 8 potential artificial lesions. The different stages are color coded and superimposed. Each lesion mask is represented by one color:
red for black holes (BHs), green for gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing lesions, and blue for PD/T2-lesions. Pink is the combination of red and blue
and indicates that this lesion area corresponds to the red (BH) mask and the blue (PD/T2) mask and thus represents a T2-lesion with a BH.
Similarly, light blue corresponds to the combination of blue and green and thus represents a T2-lesion which is at the same time Gd enhancing.
The probabilities for a transition of one state to the other are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Transition Probabilities Used for the Simulation from Time Point tpi to Time Point tpi+1
Time Point tpi +1

Time point tpi

Nothing
Gd
BH
GdBH
PD
PDGd
PDBH
PDGdBH

Nothing

Gd

BH

GdBH

PD

PDGd

PDBH

PDGdBH

.98
.1
0
0
.01
0
0
0

.02
.1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
.99
.6
0
0

0
.8
0
0
0
.1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
.3
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

BH = black holes—hypointense lesions on the T1-weighed images postcontrast; Gd = gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing lesions on the T1-weighed images postcontrast;
PD = hyperintense lesions on PD/T2-weighted images. Any combination of the before mentioned types describes a lesion occurring in the respective masks (ie, a PDGd
lesion represents a T2-lesion with Gd-enhancement).

The rater visually compared the same masks at baseline and
year 2 and noted if there was an overlap (persistent BH) or not.

Simulated Data
In addition, we created a simulation to show the performance
of the algorithm in applications, where multiple types of lesion
masks and more than two time points are taken into consideration. The simulation was performed by creating a grid of size
n × m, where each point on the grid corresponds to a potential
lesion. Each point is characterized by a combination of appearances in different scans, defining its lesion type. Each grid point
was initialized as not appearing in any lesion map. With specific
probabilities for transitions to a new type for any given lesion
type, artificial follow-up scans were created. The resulting time
series was then visualized on an image of a greater resolution,
where lesions of the same type that were adjacent to each other
were merged together. Figure 3 shows an example of this process and Table 1 shows the probabilities that were used for the
transition between types.

Results
Percentage of Gd-Enhancing Lesions Converting to Persistent
Black Holes
A total of 1,613 Gd-enhancing lesions were tracked at baseline
in a total of 400 patients. The rest of the patients had no Gdenhancing lesions at baseline or did not receive a follow-up
MRI at year 2. From these 1,613 lesions, 417 (25.9%) were
classified as persistent BHs at year 2. The rest were considered
to have become T1-isointense. All lesions were evaluated by

the algorithm (including images acquired at 1.5 and 3T MRI
field strength).
There were no cases that could not be processed by the
algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm was very quick; the processing of these 400 patients (MRIs at two time points: baseline
and year 2, with previously completed lesion segmentation and
registration) was performed in approximately 2 minutes on a
standard workstation. If the maps had to be registered prior to
the analysis using the sequences they originated from, the rigid
registration per volume would be around 2 minutes each.

Validation of the Algorithm through Comparison with Rater
In the subgroup of 50 random patients (192 lesions), the rater
(AP) and the algorithm were in agreement in the vast majority
of lesions (189/192 lesions = 98.4%). The three lesions with
inconsistent results were all rated by the rater as T1-isointense
(not persistent BHs) and by the algorithm as persistent BHs.
When the three lesions were reevaluated by two raters (AP
and SA), they were all reclassified to be indeed persistent BHs,
since small overlaps of at least one voxel between the BHmask at year 2 and the Gd-enhancing-mask at baseline could
be detected.
The lesion load of these 50 randomly chosen patients was
relatively high (mean T2-lesion volume at baseline: 9,464 ±
9,650 mm3 ).

Validation of the Algorithm with Simulated Data
In Figure 3, simulated data are shown for time points 4, 6, 8, and
10 of a total of 10 time steps on a grid of 8 times 8. The lesions in
the simulated masks for T1-weighted MRI, T1-weighted MRI
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with contrast agent, and PD-weighted MRI are color coded
in red, green, and blue, respectively. Occurrences in multiple
masks are shown as mixed color (e.g. pink is the combination
of red and blue).
A large number of lesions were modeled to mimic a severely
affected area, where some lesions merge into larger lesions to
make the application of the maximal clique splitting technique
necessary. The data shown in Figure 3 were evaluated automatically using our method, as well as manually by counting
the number of lesions that formed individually over time. Prior
knowledge about the simulation or form of lesions was not used
for the manual evaluation.
Both manual and automated evaluations returned 21 individual lesion developments of which four were related to our
task of finding persistent BHs. All four transitions resulted in
enhancing lesions not forming a persistent BH for both the
manual and the automated evaluation (correct performance of
the algorithm for all four transitions). Figure 4 shows the indices
of the 21 individual lesions that were found by the algorithm.

Discussion
In this study, we showed that an automated method can easily
compare segmented lesion masks at different time points, to
assess the percentage of enhancing lesions that form persistent
BHs over time. The algorithm worked very well and extremely
quickly (few minutes) in this relatively large data set and showed
an excellent agreement with the assessment of an experienced
rater.
The most important advantage of our method is its automated postprocessing character, which offers objective and
quick results, compared to a rater-based analysis. Thus, we believe that this method would be ideal for analysis of large data
from clinical trials, with MR images of many patients at different time points and already available lesion segmentation
masks.
Regarding the influence of image-related parameters on our
method, it needs to be stressed that these affect only the preprocessing of the data (ie, the lesion segmentation). The algorithm itself does not work with raw data, but instead uses lesion
masks, therefore, we believe that the algorithm would perform
similarly well with data derived from T1 spin echo as well as
with data from T1 gradient echo sequences. However, only T1
spin-echo data were available in the current study and we have
not systematically tested the performance based on T1 gradient

echo data, which have been shown to be more sensitive for the
detection of T1 hypointense lesions in MS.15
To summarize, our method presented here cannot replace
the detection (marking) and segmentation of lesions, since the
masks have to be available for the algorithm to work. However,
it can dramatically decrease the time needed to assess the proportion of enhancing lesions becoming persistent BHs. Since
this proportion can be used as a surrogate of remyelination
and tissue repair, the algorithm would be of particular interest
in clinical studies testing medications with potential effects on
remyelination and tissue repair.
Our results, with a 25.9% proportion of Gd-enhancing lesions converting to persistent BHs at 2 years of follow-up, are
compatible with the literature (variable results in untreated patients ranging from approximately 20% to 40%,16–23 depending
on the selection and number of patients, the MRI parameters,
and the duration of the follow-up). The fact that our results are
on the relatively lower end of those described in the literature
is not surprising, since we included patients on placebo and
patients on fingolimod which probably reduced the risk of BH
formation.11,17
Apart from the use in large clinical trials, the algorithm has
the potential to be used in more explorative MRI studies. Similarly to the comparison of Gd-enhancing- and BH-masks, other
lesion transitions can be tested. For example, individual lesions
that are initially visible on PD-weighed images, but disappear at
follow-up (probably due to very efficient repair) could be easily
detected by the algorithm, by comparing the PD-masks at baseline with the PD-masks at follow-up. Studying such subgroups
of lesions and comparing the frequency of “favorable” lesion
evolutions between treatment groups in clinical trials could be
particularly interesting and could be easily performed by our
algorithm—if segmentation masks are available. Our evaluation
of simulated data indicates that the algorithm can be also applied in more complicated scenarios, eg, with more than one
lesion map per screening and more than two points.
As mentioned above, image-related parameters are not expected to influence the performance of the algorithm. However,
there is one parameter that does: the minimum overlap of lesions to define a connection between follow-up and baseline. In
this paper, we chose a minimum overlap of one voxel for this
purpose. This could be regarded as too low and prone to errors
in registration. Depending on the application and the MRI data
set (eg, image resolution, cutoff of the lesion size for segmentation, etc), a higher cutoff could be more appropriate. For this

Fig 4. Results of the analysis of the lesion maps A, B, C and D shown in Figure 3. The indices in the picture refer to individual lesions detected
by the algorithm. The indices are not necessarily centered, but are located at the position of one of the associated grid points. The clusters
in the superimposition mask that were split into the given indices consisted of the following lesions: (1,2,6,16,18), (3,4), (5,19), (7,12,13,14),
(8,15,17), (9,11), (10,21), and (20). As an example of the splitting process, the following explains how the first cluster was split into the given
indices. Since 1, 2, and 6 were separated from one another in the first image (A), they were counted as individual lesions. Lesion 16 appeared
as a new individual lesion in image (B) and 18 appeared as a new gadolinium-enhancing lesion in image (D) (light blue). Both 16 and 18 were
counted correctly as additional individual lesions, even though all lesions (1, 2, 6, 16, and 18) are joined in image (D).
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reason, the threshold applied to determine if lesions are of the
same origin is denoted in the algorithm as “variable τ ” and can
be changed if needed.
There are of course some limitations of our method.
An important limitation relates to the difficulty of the algorithm to distinguish between confluent lesions that had been
segmented as one larger area at baseline. Indeed, the simulation showed that in theoretical cases with many confluent
T2-lesions at baseline, the algorithm would count the confluent
lesions as one and would not assess their evolution separately
(despite the use of the “lesion splitting technique” shown in
Fig 4). Thus, the connections between follow-up and baseline
were underestimated in such cases. A similar problem would
rise if there would be many new lesions appearing in between
baseline and follow-up scan, near to/confluent with baseline
lesions. However, this main drawback of the algorithm should
not be a problem for the specific application on determining
the evolution of Gd-enhancing lesions to BHs, since multiple,
confluent Gd-enhancing lesions at baseline represent an infrequent scenario. Moreover, the simulation showed that in all
scenarios where the evolution of “Gd lesion converting to BH”
was assessed, the performance of the algorithm was correct.
Another possible limitation of the workflow lies in the fact
that we assume perfect alignment of the different brain scans.
Due to artifacts in MR scans, unrelated pathologies, inconsistent segmentation, and or inaccurate registration, some lesions
of small size might not overlap between scans. In such a case,
instead of one connection, two disconnected lesions would be
counted. To omit this behavior, a more sophisticated registration method such as free-form registration24 could be applied,
although some preprocessing of the data might be necessary
(prior lesion removal and or specific constraints).
In conclusion, we here developed a semiautomated workflow for tracking the evolution of enhancing MS lesions longitudinally. Our method can be used in clinical trials with large
MRI data sets and available lesion masks, to detect potential
treatment effects on tissue repair.
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Chapter 10

Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
In this thesis, we have detailed a full set of tools to automatically segment MR images
containing brain pathology. We proposed a new approach based on an efficient gated
recurrent architecture for supervised segmentation. We introduced a segmentation approach in the weakly-supervised setting, using nothing more than an image-wide label
if pathology is present or not. Finally, we presented a computationally simple postprocessing method for the automated tracking of lesions in longitudinal studies.
We first introduced a new neural network for image segmentation which we denoted MD-GRU, an adaptation of GRU until then only used for sequential data. We
accomplished this by interpreting the volumetric data as sequence of images, twice in
each dimension, once in forward and once in backward direction. We showed on a
number of public benchmarks that we were able to match and sometimes surpass the
state of the art with our formulation. MD-GRU has since been adopted at the University Hospital as well as our sponsors at MIAC AG. Using the publicly available code
for this project1 , anybody has the means to train a segmentation network, given labeled
data for the specific task is available.
Creating a sufficiently large training corpus for supervised segmentation is a laborand time-intensive task. We hence tried to find a method that does not require such a
large amount of labeled information. Using only one binary image-level label stating
the occurrence of pathology in the image, we were able to train a segmentation network
on 2D MRI slices of brain tumor patients. The segmentation accuracy which we were
able to attain is lower than the one achieved using supervised segmentation, but still in
a close range. More importantly, in a clinical setting, most data is labeled on the image
level. We hence believe that this segmentation method is of immense value for any
segmentation task, where no data with manual segmentations are available.
Finally, we developed a small tool to analyze lesion developments on the basis of
manually created lesion maps of a longitudinal multiple sclerosis lesion study. The le1

The code for MD-GRU is available at https://github.com/zubata88/mdgru.
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sion maps were manually drawn on each brain scan. A coregistration of all present
volumes allowed for the transformation of all lesion maps into the same reference system, which enabled us to analyse individual lesion developments over time.

Future Work
Provided there is enough training data, supervised segmentation using MD-GRU comes
very close to human performance. Furthermore, the sometimes prevalent high interrater or even intra-rater variability suggests, that it is nearly impossible to exactly match
manual segmentations, as there are usually ambiguous regions present, which do not
clearly correspond to one of the classes. Instead of further trying to improve the accuracy of our method, we have an ongoing project which tries to simplify it. We try
to replace the gated recurrent units in our segmentation method with orthogonally restricted simple hyperbolic tangent units. By not using any gates, they use a fraction of
the computation time and consume less memory than a gated recurrent unit. We hope
for faster training of the method, as the number of parameters is approximately a third
compared to the current approach.
While the results of supervised segmentation methods are usually very convincing, the amount of manual labor to create the training data for such an approach is
also overwhelming. We hence intend to focus on our latest weakly-supervised project,
which learns to segment differences in the data of patients suffering from a specific disease and a healthy reference. The approach is so far just a proof of concept. Although
reasonable segmentations could be generated, the other parts of the network did not
always function as intended. Furthermore, there should be a way of drastically simplifying the loss function, as the high number of terms makes a hyper parameter search
very cumbersome. Another point is the network formulation itself. Using only one
generator and one discriminator should already suffice to create segmentations, as we
do not necessarily care for realistic inpaintings. This would reduce the loss term to a
very simple formulation, consisting only of a `1 -norm and a GAN term.

Conclusion
In this thesis, we were able to match and surpass the state of the art in supervised
lesion segmentation and pioneered in the field of weakly-supervised lesion segmentation. Our MD-GRU has been adopted at different locations and is used for further, applied research. We see a lot of promising applications in the field of weakly-supervised
segmentation and will focus on this interesting body of research. To allow for reproducible research and prevent reinventions of the wheel, the code to all our projects is
going to be released.
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